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About this Book

How Did I Do That ... in Windows XP was written to help users
to remember how they configured their computer in the first
place. Have you ever been in the situation when something
has happened (like typing a date in UK format which thei
displays in US style - days and months reversed)? Of course
you remember someone telling you how to configure the
language of your keyboard, but can't think of it right now? This
book will tell you how to do just that and a lot besides. The
book covers both the Professional and Home editions of
Windows XP, including the latest update Service Pack 2 - see
the Windows Brief History.

In this book we assume that Windows XP 'ias been installed
on your computer and is up and running. If you need
information on such important topics as how to upgrade, what
system preparation to make before install ng Windows XP,
what the hardware requirements are, or which file system :o
select (FAT32 or NTFS), then may we suggest you refer to or
other book Windows XP explained (BP514) also published by

Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.

As with all our other books, this book was written with the
busy person in mind. You don't need to read many hundreds of
large format pages to find out what you are looking for, when
just a fewer illustrated pages can get you there very quickly!

It is hoped that with the help of this book, you will be able to
configure your computer, when using Windows XP, most
efficiently and productively, and that you wil be able to do it in
the shortest possible time.
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A Brief History of Windows

The early versions of Windows ran on top of the MS-DOS
(Microsoft's Disc Operating System), and as such were not
very stable, were prone to crashing frequently, and had limited
support for networking and none at all for multiple user
accounts. However, from 1992 to the present date, Microsoft
released various versions of Windows which addressed these
problems. These were:

Windows for Workgroups 3.1
1992

Windows for Workgroups 3.11
Late 1993

Windows 95 - 1995

Windows 98 - 1998

Windows 98 Second Edition
Mid -1999

Windows Me - Late 2000

Allowed the control of
small networked groups
of compu-.ers.

Included 32 -bit file
management and more
networking support.

The first 32 -bit operating
system.

It ran faster, crashed less
often, and supported a
host of new technologies.

It put right many faults
reported by users.

A direct upgrade to
Windows 95/98 for the
home PC. It loaded
faster, ran more reliably,
and, if things went
radically wrong through
user interference, could
be made to return to a
previous working version
of the Operating System.
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Windows 2000 Professioral Users of Windows 95/98
Early 2000 could easily upgrade to

the Windows 2000.

Windows XP - Late 2001 Windows XP comes in

two flavcurs; the Home
edition as the direct
upgrade to Windows
98/Me for home users
and the Professional
edition :with additional
functiona ity) for Windows
2000 or business users.

Windows XP has many improvements incorporated into it

which fall into several general categories. These are:

Added features that make Windows XP load faster than
any previous version of Windows, run more reliably, and
the ability to return _o a previous working version of the
Operating System (similar to that unde- Windows Me).

Improved Wizards (similar to those under Windows Ma)
let you set up home networks a lot easier and give you
the ability to share Internet connections.

Improved support for digital cameras, video recorders,
and multimedia with an improved version of the Windows
Media Player (now version 10).

Improved features and tools in Internet Explorer 6 allow
faster performance, and better Web communication from
e-mail to instant messaging to video conferencing.

Improved Windows File Protection which prevents the
replacement of protected system files such as .sys, .dll,
.ocx, .ttf, .fon, and .exe files, so that installing software
does not corrupt the operating system by overwriting
shared system files such as dynamiz-link libraries (.dll
files) and executable files (.exe files).

Windows XP Professional also includes features for
power users, such as enhanced file security, remote
access to your computer's desktop and a personal Web
server.
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Since the release of Windows XP in 2001, there have been two
major updates. The first one was Service Pack 1 (SP1) which
contained updates for security issues, operating System
reliability, application compatibility, and improved Windows XP
Setup.

In August 2004, Microsoft released the second major update
to Windows XP, Service Pack 2 (SP2). This update focuses
mainly on the security of your computer, and is over 260 MB in
size, so downloading it might take a rather long time,
particularly if this is done via a 56k modem. Alternatively, you
might be able to find a PC magazine that provides this update
free on CD. We strongly recommend installing SP2.

Microsoft has made security the central theme of SP2,
although there are some additional features that are not
specifically geared to protecting your computer. The main
visible changes are to be seen in the form of additional Control
Panel utilities which allow you to:

Automatically update windows XF by periodically
checking its servers for new updates. This utility makes
sure that you do not forget to update your Operating
System and thus become compromised by virus attacks.

Start a new, friendlier, Network Setup and Wireless
Connection Wizards. Bluetooth support ensures easy
communication with suitably equipped PDAs and mobile
phones.

Access a new Security Centre which monitors your PC's
security settings with respect to its Firewall, Automatic
Updates, and Virus protection. If your virus suite cannot
be detected, then the Security Centre will let you know.

Access and configure the new Windows firewall which is
far more sophisticated than the old and rather weak
Internet Connection Firewall.

Outlook Express now includes the Attachment Execution
Service which checks the safety of attachments in an
effort to unify the approach to attachment security with
that of Microsoft Outlook. Now, SP2 protects areas of
memory where previously viruses could hide and
execute without your knowledge.
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Customising the Start Menu

At the top of the start menu the name of the current user is
displayed with a picture against it. Left -clacking this picture
opens the User Accounts screen shown in Fig. 1.1.

lice, A, ounl,

0 e" 11

['Anent Picture

1111
Related lades

Change the rImputnr even.

t earn Abort

No, pirtve

Pick a new picture for your account
n. Pct.. K. d"... .41 Wow on the Oveku.er saes,

1140  Ilia
ja Eraese b., nitre pC,r,
IP 400 pecue hall a cenr s, a,

Fig 1 1 The User Accounts Dialogue Box

From here you can choose a different pic:ure for the current
user either from the ones supplied or from one of your own.

In Windows XP the first of its two -column start menu adapts
to the way you use your PC - it keeps track of what features
and programs you use the most and adds them to the list on
the left column.

To remove an application from the first column of the start
menu, right -click it and select Remove from this List as
shown in Fig. 1.2 on the next page. This removes the name of
the application from the list, not the application itself from your
hard disc.

1



1 Customising the Start Menu

Noel hantans
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tWindows Update.
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d,-.) Swede

01111111770i.
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la' Ad....need Wodows
Password P aro.,

1111 Command Prone
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Send To

Copy

Remove from Thrs Last

Renmre

P,Weroes

Fig. 1.2 The Start Menu.

As can be seen, you
also have a menu
option to Pin to Start
menu any program.
This adds it to the top
of the left column of the
start menu which is a
more permanent list.

You can also use this
facility to pin your
favourite programs,
even if these are to be
found in the All
Programs menu, thus
custcmising the way
you run your computer
and cutting down the
endless number of
shortcuts that most
users seem to place on
the desktop.

Once you have
pinned your chosen
programs to the start
menu, you could
rename by right -clicking
their entry on the list
and selecting Rename
from the drop -down

menu. You could even change their order on the list. To move
an item on the start menu, point to it to highlight it, then drag it
with the right mouse button pressed to the desired position on
the list.
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2

Changing the Log on & Log off
Settings

To change the way you log on to your computer,
double-click the User Accounts icon, shown here in
the Control Panel, to display the screen in Fig. 2.1

I IN, At I ow.

No.
ja

1A. e..1 AA.
I a task...

or pick an account to change

Fig 2.1 The User Accounts Dialogue Box.

Next, click the Change the way users log on or off to display
the screen shown in Fig. 2.2 on the next page, and remove the
check mark from the Use the Welcome screen box.

Now using the start, Log Off option and after the display of
a confirmation box, Windows logs off the current user and
displays the Log On to Windows dialogue box shown in
Fig. 2.3 also on the next page. In the User name box charge
the name of the currently logged user to Administrator, type in
the Password, and click OK.
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2 Changing the Log on & Log off Settings

Or 0 SM...
Mo. ,_

tam* Ob.
S as. aft.

S'hp't ingot" and lognfl options

:1111....11.ame ems
*no sermn. rem.  a rev met ww...tr a.th41.1...elna rm. Mulo=411srne  um. anon nom

L-qe;re_J

Fig. 2.2 Selecting the Log on and Log off Options.

Fig. 2.3 The Log On to Windows Box.

From now on, when
you use the start,
Shut Down option,
you will be given
several different
options for shutting
down Windows, as
shown in Fig. 2.4.
The currently logged
user appears as the
first option.

Fig. 2.4 The Shut Down Windows Dialogue Box.
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3

Changing the Display Settings

If your display unit is capable of higher resolution than the 8C4)
by 600 pixels (picture elements) required by Windows XP, yoj
might like to increase its resolution to, say, 1024 by 768 pixels,
or higher. This will allow you to see a larger number of icons on
a screen when a given application is activated.

To change the display settings, use the start, Control Panel
command, then in the Classic view, double-click the
Display icon shown here. In the Display Properties
dialogue box, click the Settings tab to display the

screen in Fig. 3.1, in wh ch the settings have been changed
appropriately. For the new settings to take effect, dick ti -e
Apply button followed by the OK button.

Display Poupetlie..;

T Awes Desktop Screen Sever Appeatence

-1.1111m1m11411111111246

Dooley
DM P791 on /MLA RNA INT2 Model 64

Semen resolution

Lon

1024 by 768 mob

Mote

Co'a quay

Highest (32 be)

111111111111111111 111111

Troubleshoot..

OK

Advanced

Fig 3 1 The Settings Screen of the Display Properties Dialogue Box.
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3 Changing the Display Settings

While the Display Properties dialogue box is open, you might
like to explore the other available settings. For example:

Click the Themes tab to change the looks of your active
windows. Selecting the Windows Classic view presents you
with a display more akin to that of previous versions of
Windows, as shown in Fig. 3.2 below.

Display Properties Itfr
heffie Desktop Screen Sas& Appearance Settricp

A theme is a background plus a set of sounds. cord, and other elements
to help you personalize you computes yoth me click

I OK Cancel Apply

Fig 3 2 The Themes Screen of the Display Properties Dialogue Box.

Click the Desktop tab to change the background of your
desktop, which by default was set to '81 ss'. The first four
background options are quite interesting, or you could
select your own - to fill the screen choose Stretch under
Position.

Use the Screen Savers tab to select a different screen
saver - you will be able to preview your selection before
making a final choice.

Click the Appearance tab to select a different look for your
windows and buttons, apply a different colour scheme and
select a different font size.
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4

Managing the Taskbar Icons

Activating the Quick Launch Icons
At the bottom of the Desktop screen is the Taskbar. It conta ns
the start button which can rue used to quickly start a program.

To activate the Quick Launch
icons, right -click an empty
part of the Taskbar, point to
the Toolbars option which
displays the sLb-menu,
shown in Fig. 4 1, and
left -click the Quick Launch
entry. This displays 9 -wee

icons next to the start button;
left -clicking one of these,

Fig 4.1 Quick Launch Activation.

launches its application.

The default Quick Launch icons, in order of appearance,
have the following functions:

Launch the Internet Explorer Browser.

Show Desktop.

Launch Windows Media Player.

Using Other Taskbar Buttons
When you open a program, or a window, a button for it is

placed on the Taskbar, as shown in Fig. 42 below.

start r I) mgr

Fig. 4.2 The Windows Taskbar.
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4 Managing the Taskbar Icons

You can left -click your mouse on this buttoi to make this the
active program, or window, which displays in a darker shade of
blue on the Taskbar. So, you can always see what windows
you have open, which is the active one, and quickly switch
between them. As more buttons are placed on the Taskbar
their size shrinks slightly, but up to a point. After that common
entries are grouped together with a number indicating the
number of open windows.

To see details relating to a grouped
button, left -click it to open a list of
components, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Another interesting Taskbar menu option
is Properties (Fig. 4.1). This allows you to
change the Taskbar and start menu options.

Fig. 4.3 Grouped
Taskbar Entries.

The System Tray Icons
The Taskbar also shows the current time to the far right, the
Windows Messenger, the Options, the Restore and the

Language icons, as
well as other icons
added depending on
your system. Moving
the mouse pointer
over the clock will
display the date.
Doub e -clicking the
clock, opens the
Date/Time Properties
box, shown in Fig. 4.4,
so that you can make
changes, if necessary.

Dale end I ime Properties

;,re 6 Time T06 20n6 Internet Tore

1 2 3 1 5

6 7 13 9 10 II 12

13 14 15 16 In 18 19

120 21 22 23 24 25 26

127 26 29 30

Current tree zero. COT Standard Time

c.c.!

Fig. 4.4 Date and Time Properties Dialogue
Box.
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5

Recovering the Speaker Sound

If for some reason your PC's speakers go silent, then apart
from checking that they are still connected
correctly, yoJ could left -click the Volume icon cn
your System tray (situated to the far right of tt-e
Task bar), pointed to in Fig. 5.1. On tt-e
displayed Volume dialogue box, make sure that
the Mute box is not checked. If it is, click it :o
remove the ct-eck mark.

Fig. 5.1 Left -
click box.

If the volume was not muted in Fig. 5.1, then
double-click the Volume icon to display the
expanded set of volume controls, as shown in

Fig. 5.2 below.

Volume Control

Options Heip

Volume Ccnttol CD Player Lne In

Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance

7) 4 a- .; a, 4 d,

Weve SW Synth

Volume Volume Volume Vokane Volume

t _I

' 'Mule all :; Mute n Mule n Mue Ei Mute

P ealicek A(97 Aubo

Fig. 5.2 The Expanded Volume Control D alogue Box.

Check if any of the controls attached to the various devices are
not muted, unless you meant to mute a specific device.
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5 Recovering the Speaker Sound

If this does not cure the problem, then
right -click the Volume icon on your
System tray to display the two -item
menu shown in Fig. 5.3. Selecting the
Adjust Audio Properties option,
displays the screen in Fig. 5.4.

Open Volume Control
Adjust Audio Properties

Fig. 5.3 Right -click box.

Sounds And Audio ISeinc es Properties

Volume Sounds ALKYD Vace Hadgwage

4!), Peale* AC97 Audio

Dew* volume

Low

n Mute

E Place volume icon n the taskha

Advanced

Speaker sating:

Use the selbiggi below to change manias,
:makes volume and otter settings

Speaker Volare...

OK Cancel

Fig. 5.4 The Expanded Volume Control Dia'ogue Box

This multi -tab dialogue box gives you information specific to
your system, which you might need if you seek external help.
To check that everything is functioning correctly, click the
Hardware tab, then select from the displayed list the
appropriate audio device attached to your system and click the
Troubleshoot button.

If after all this you still have silent speakers, it might be time
to seek external help. At least you will be able to inform the
person helping you exactly what you have done, and what type
of audio devices are attached to your system.
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6

Changing the Keyboard
Language

Sometimes your system might be configured to a US keyboard,
even though visually it appears to be a UK keyboard. You will
know that this is the case when you type the £ key and the #
symbol appears on your application screen.

To change the language of your keyboard, use the start,
Control Panel command and double-click tne
Regional and Language Options button, shown he -e,
on the displayed screen. This opens the multi -tab
dialogue box shown in Fig. 6.1.

Repcnal Oeneu LaroJaceis Advanced

The open ailed% A,A tone picywiere tome marten cumin...
dales. and ere

Select an Om o maicti .1 penances or ck Customs lo chore
Ku own kneels

Erdal, &Weed Staled I C1111011.1

Enialeh [linked Stalin)
Ere aliel Rerkialneel
E Move
Faeroese
Freer
ranch 18aducekl

French rens*
innich fFiancel
Fiend, 0.tnedk.431
Frame INIcnecol
ranee ISekk.,..1

fYRO Manadonen
Gakkan
German ylurq

Gaeen
&sown Itameaboug)
Gown fSedentandl
Gieek
kkagseen
Icelandic
inioneren

fkakil
Ilelan iSetzedancil
Kazakh
Keicae ICeak I
Lamar
lituarear
M.* Rives Dream...en)

Fig. 6.1 Selecting Regional Options.
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6 Changing the Keyboard Language

On this dialogue box, select English (United Kingdom) and
click the Apply button. Next, click the Languages tab and in
the displayed screen, shown in Fig. 6.2, click the Details
button to display Fig. 6.3.

Regional and Language Options

Reponal Donons Languages Advanced

sew.", anal egut lauguarl
To new cs thew the languages and methods you can ee to eve,
red clock Dads

I Detis

SLPOle-enlal arguage suoCutt

Most languages are evaded by ckaaull To rutal Mahone larguagen
select the aoomonate Ova boo below

Instal Nes los complex app and nghtteien larguages (maxim
Thal

71Instel Nes to. East Asian languages

DK c---411 1/4*

Fig. 6.2 The Languages Tab Screer.

Text Services and Input I anguages

SetnOs Advanced

Deleadi nput Languege

Select shed the rlealed MX/ languages use when µ-1.
001111:41.

E (United States I US

instalod armee
Salad the voreirae the you want fa each rod language shore
be Use the Add end Remove button to modify to lab

E [nabob (Limiest' Stated
44 lo 1

US

Reletencss

Lawor

I OK 1
1 1/4* I

Fig. 6.3 The Settings Tab Screen.
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Changing the Keyboard Language 6

In Fig. 6.3, click the Add button to open the screen shown in
Fig. 6.4, in which we have already selected English (United
Kingdom) under the Input language.

Add Input language TWI
Input language.

MEISTEMEMIIIIII11111111111.1.11Vr

Keyboard layout/WE

United k.rgdorn

OK Cancel

Fig. 6 4 Selecting the Input Language

This allows you to select English (United Kingdom - United
Kingdom in the Text Services and Input Languages dialogue
box under the Default input language, as shown in Fig. 6.5
below.

Tent Services end Input I enpudges

enrgs Advanced

r.,111.1g ::ayes,.
Select one Cl the metaled rout languages to use when you start you

E rosh .red Surresi US

Ir."111rMrlaf
Sift the saws' that you want to each et04 language shown n the
tint Use the Add end Porno* bLitons to moity Ow bet

311 Errateh (United ICragacw I

a Keyboard
tinted Kicdon

t wash [United States)
A r evooani

US

Posterence,

tamerage he j i K& s j

Ad, 1

LRemove

0K Cara*
1 ft*

Fig. 6.5 Selecting the Default Input Language.
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6 Changing the Keyboard Language

Finally, you can now highlight the unwanted language under
the Installed Services, as shown in Fig. 6.6, and click the
Remove button.

text Services and Input I angudges 1`77-1-1

Set.), Advanced

npu, Larg,,v,"

Select one of the "sealed mut languages to use when you eat you
compute+

Engle-, (United Krciiixnj United Kingdom

Iatele,; s,,ces
Select the satyr. that you were to each ecu 1.,Wage

Use the Add and Remove buttons to too* the lat

English (Unclad Kingdom)
r eyhoerd

Unclad Kmgdom

3BEEMEII=1
evboaid

US

Ftrae rte

FF.ancmege Kipsetbrigi. J

OK

[

Retrieve

Caw*

Fig 6 6 Removing the Unwanted Language.

For these changes to take effect, click the Apply button,
followed by OK. You might need to restart your computer to
make these changes permanent.
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7

Fixing the Caps Lock Key

How many times have you typed a sentence only to find that all
letters in it are in capitals (apart from the first one, that is)
because you accidentally vouched the Caps Lock key - tHEN
YOU HAVE TO TYPE IT ALL OVER AGAIN?

One way of dealing with this is to use the Accessibility
option in the Control Panel and check the Use ToggleKeys
box, pointed to in Fig. 7.1 below.

Accessibility Options

K.A.4.0 Sand Display Mouse Gonad

evs

Use Sacksteys I you want to use SHIFT CTRL. ALT .a
Vhlokw Ingo key by otessno one key at a bee

D Use S bokyK eye Settng-ls

rent ey:

Use Fee Keys ti you were so/rd..: to same het a "veep.,
keysbases a slow ibe mope 1.113

use FiterKeys Seems j

ToggeKey;

Use TogpkiKeys I you owl to hear tones when piss sing
CAPS LOCK. NUM LOG. and SCROLL LOCK

v Use TopoisKeys

11., Sham ens keyboard Fees n payees

OK

Seery&

Fig. 7 1 The Accessibility Options Box

Clicking the Apply butto-t, activates the facility which emits a
slight sound when you touch one of the three keys mentioned
above. However, you must have good hear ng, unless you t_rn
up the speaker volume which you might find unacceptable
when performing other operations.
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7 Fixing the Caps Lock Key

Re -mapping the Caps Lock Key
You can re -map the Caps Lock key to perform the function of,
say, the Shift key, thus disabling its normal function. However,
this requires you to change values in the Registry by using
some sort of program, of which there are several available,
either free or for the payment of a very small amount.

To see for yourself what is available, log on to google.com
and search for "Disable Caps Lock in Windows XP". A few of
the 8,000 plus sites that are found are shown in Fig. 7.2.

3 t000ple Scoff h disable t our lock In windows op Pk tosott Internet I opiate,
Ne Frextes Help

08-k - 0 v; F.. f' -

11:3 . 014 .

Wek Imam 0.1211X1 Nirfttl E11111112 Desktop mere ,
Gougleillsalk.N caps IclCk n rondo -ors op [ MIACialliasb

"W.'S a no, common word and ruts not sncluded your 5001Ch ;Midi
114b Rawls t I. 1111 et about III.1311fer /kith gm Yak Mom 11.73 Wends)

Disable Caps Lock U2efui Stuff Johnt-tal.r corn
... I decoded to add some REG Has so you can *sable your she Than method al ameba%
Cape L.ck if known to work with the ... Wlnd.w. XP - Works well Pro or Home ...

corn1h;usstul oluflitfittalthocaps Ind' - 5k - f;ungaulagon

A10rjou.s,K,P1A,d
...02 Ronweng Thumbs db Fin . Added 11 /12122 Enable / Disable the Task .. Leek on 6 
Nun Lock and Scroll Lock on 7 - Cape Lock, Num Lock and Scroll Lock on, ...
www onaconputirpoy comaarIntlowsavitny htrn 101k cjiyadd

Domioad Cepst.f...cloi:e 0 90 - Disable the Coos Lock kev - Soared a
... don haw you wanted to ant np the Cape Lock key off ... to as than problem would
be to Neale a through ... effect to any ...Mow n thlowlows 2021.1 or WIndewe OP ...
wow sollpecks cornipuolicicat113/9/13.9.110 shim) 6-

Annoyances cop re Question about 'Cusiom,/,.
-.D3 am 11111wIewe XP Annoyances Dowussson Forum Posted by Crag Limes ( I massage
posted ) Mena how I rffesbled the caps leak on my WM )22 Wlwaswe XP System
www annoy antes orgesonc/PonroAkonop/r1017256194 3F t.;agjoyd ,11,:tfp1E,sagyy

Anhoverxes oro - Windows XP Discuss.on Forum
... n Call Dlecle CAPS -LOO( wdh SHIFT KEY please help (Sort: Fn. Nor 2.
2 11 pm) , Network. g on INI XP (An Wad, Oct 31, 2C01, 7 03 am) ...
woow annoyances ofryinuntflorunkAnnalilo.1109433 25k ;..2c,.t]o.1 ft. o...ty,

11111iitlifilk.1.=.10Plf...7011:14.11:111.11:1

Scoot to suable Caps Lock
... Scnpl I. amilbillisMe Caps Lank Octob., 9, 2003 Author Platform Windows
NT(vallt WSH 20, NW WM 1 1 Windows AIX1 Typo WSH, VBSt not

. von'ott oyollAft

Fig 7.2 The Results of a Google Search.

As you can see, the choice is endless, so we leave it to you to
pick the one you trust.
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8

Inserting Special Characters in
Documents

The Windows Character Map
A useful feature in Windows is the Character Map, shown open
in Fig. 8.1 below. This should be found by clicking start, then

Elselecting All Programs, Accessories, System Too's,
Character Map from the Windows cascade menu.

T. Character Map

Font () Anal [ Help

t V A 1 01004t i eWWWWWW A. a A a A

6AAAAA6AaAaA6AAAAAaE
eEeEet6E6tetgeTillo
066666666.660dodOey6
OCfclUu U Cl L. L./ Cr If Cf C/ 0 CI l.,r lj Y y Y

Y '-e 9 ';' 9 I 1 1 1 - .

1"# riT1'-'<>11-/ITT
ITtnEPt3E E INQTm0e1/32/3%,%

%'/e ,-- / -. 1..... Z-/ 4-Ln
I 'EC'- 1J-1 ri " I-1 T I

Chmacters o copy

El Advanced snow

U206.0 Lao Sign

S erect

Keystroke. .411.0128

Fig. 8.1 Selecting a Character from the Character Map Utility.

You use this facility from an application, such as a word
processor, when you need a special character, such as the
'Euro' sign  above, to be ncluded in your document.
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8 Inserting Special Characters in Documents

To copy a special character, not found on your keyboard, into
your document, open
the Character Map,
select the Font, as

r Character Map

Fort Anal

a

y

t

shown in Fig. 8.2, and
click the character to
enlarge it, as shown in
Fig. 8.1.

Next, click the Select
button, which places the
selected character in the
Characters to copy
box, and when you have
all the characters you
want in this box, click
the Copy button to copy
them to the clipboard.
Now, return to your
application, make sure
the insertion point is in
the coiect position and
paste the characters
there.

Charaol

nAdv
U+20A1

0 Abaci! MT Condensed
0 Abaci MT Condensed Extra Bold
O Abaci MT Condensed Light
0 Agency FB
0 Algerian

Arial Black
Arial Narrow

0 Anal Rounded MT Boid
8 askectille

O Baskeride Old Face
O Bauhaus 93
O Beesknees ITC
O Semen:1MT Condensed
O Bockley Script
'Ft Borer Gothic
O Blackadder ITC
O Bodoni MT
O Bodcni MT Black
13 Bodoni MT Condensed
O Book Antigua
O Bookman Old Style
O Bookshelf Symbol 7

Botanacal
O Bradley Hand ITC
I) RrAnnArinrIn

a

Fig. 8.2 Selecting a Font in Character Map.

Character Map Shortcuts
The method described above of inserting special characters in
your document works well, but there are some shortcuts that
are extremely useful, particularly with respect to the Euro sign.

To insert the Euro sign in your document, just use the
Alt Gr+4 key combination where the Alr Gr key is found to the
right of the space bar, and the number 4 is the keyboard 4, not
the keypad 4. The advantage of this method (apart from being
less cumbersome), is that the font size is automatically
adjusted to the font size of the the rest of your document - just
like this; .

Also note that using the Alt Gr key with any vowel will put an
acute accent on the vowel, such as the é in Was. For all other
types of accents on letters you must use the Character Map.
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9

Adding New Software

To add new Windows programs to your computer's hard disc,
use the start, Control Panel command, and click the
Add or Remove Programs icon, shown here. This
examines your hard disc for installed programs and
displays its contents in a window similar to the one

shown in Fig. 9.1 below.

AM or
emare

Prccrerm

011 Add or Itentore Prom arm

y.sn

0,e.* .staled mbar.. C vow VatatPa

'1111 '1.'11.111

Oaraprillemore

 Ad -.ran. 6 Personal Sae 1.90116

AMOR,. Adobe Acrobat  Reader 6 0.2 Update Sae 5.6446
AMA

 Adobe Acrobat 6 0 1 Standard Sae 206.00,49

Adobe Abbosorare Parrs is Acrobat ad Adobe Reader

Addllisitava' La Adobe Reeds 6.0 Sae 43.7744

Vidtra
,S.OROatirial

Aura Speedrouch U513 Schwan. Stre i OPP*

 ALPS Tact, Psi Dn., Sae 12R6

 AO* Veda sae 0.76t6Qattara

 ATI Cap* DrbarSat latffrato
Actata and

Ofierits  Cartel USIIPC Came Sae 0.90!6

t. CND Sark 3.1.7 Sae 0 7CPO

 Easy CD &ND Credo 6 Sae 624 COM

 Gra91. Natal, Serach Sae 1.79!6

Ill HP Prato Arrow 1.0 rf Photosnart Rater Senn Sae r6 rweand

 Mt P40191 1. Pro

a large banter

Sae

Sae

 atom to Outlook 1 2 See

Sae 16.6716inewmciso wrovo

Inc Pat Shop Pro Sae 319 00.13

Fig. 9.1 The Add or Remove Programs Screen.

In your case, this list of programs will most certainly be
different.
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9 Adding New Software

Next, click the Add New Programs button on the left pane of
the displayed dialogue box, which changes to the one shown in
Fig. 9.2.

PI Add of Remove ogr.uns -

111010

Amoy aoy°
Program

Add New
Programs

Add/Reancne
Verdorn

Comments

Add a pop. from CD-POPI or floppy ask

To add a Protean iron a CD-PON o Homy di*. dick CD or Floppy

Add Protean. horn nkrosott

lbTo add nee Windows f eaves, device &toms, and system updates over the Internet, ckk
Weldcass Update

(coorEbx, J

(wriamintsiati.1

Fig. 9.2 The Add New Programs Screen.

This facility to add programs seems superfluous because
installing new Windows programs on your computer's hard disc
is made very easy these days. Almost all Windows applications
are distributed on one or more CDs the first one of which uses
an auto -run program which in turn runs the Setup program.

Furthermore, most applications vendors give you
instructions that if the auto -run program does not start the

installation process, to click the
Windows start button, and
select the Run command
which opens the Run dialogue
box shown in Fig. 9.3, and
type in the Open text box the
command

Typo the Mme of a orogen, feidee, document, or
btenlee mete. end Of ',doors will open e Foe you

Fig. 9.3 The Run Dialogue Box.

where e:

e: \setup
is our CD-ROM drive; yours will probably be different.

Clicking the OK button, starts the installation process.

In the end, which method you use, if the auto -run facility
fails, is up to you.
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10

Adding or Removing Windows
Features

To add or remove Windows features, use the start, Control
Panel command, and click the Add or Remove
Programs icon, shown here to the left. This examines
your hard disc for installed programs and displays its
contents in a window similar to the one shown in
Fig. 10.1 below.

ri5
Add or
Remove

Proceerns

Mary o
Rottettedt

Aopams

CLFrontty noshed r.<0,..

a.e YIN -6,646.

5at by F.44

C1.901Ron,...

4IP0.6- ...me 6 Persona 5.
Addifor r,6 Adobe baba. - Pea. 6.0.2 Update Sae 5 MM
PrWON

63 Adobe baba 6 0 I Standard

4, Acrobat Adobe Reeder

S. 206 76r,

and

G Mob* Reader 6.0Addiftero. Sae 4: lab

,_crepcnente al area Same outh U50 Software Sae 49146

 ALPS Tau. Pad Do. Sae 21.5

Set Pregreen
boss end

Apple canclallto,

An Caspian Omer

See a 761,

C404514  Cant. UM PC Caere See 0 91.3

tr CND %.i. 3.1.7 See 7 6.13

 Ear CD 6 MD Cregor 6 See 624 OCPI3

 Caecde Desitop 5reach Sae 1 39613

M. Ph. and boo I 0 Pra Photo.. Pmt. S. See 713 41.1B

Fig. 10.1 The Add or Remove Programs Screen

The Add/Remove Windows Components icon, pointed to in
Fig. 10.1, allows you to install or remove specific Windows
components at any time. Clicking this icon, opens the dialogue
box shown in Fig. 10.2 on the next page. Next, highlight the
group that you think will contain what yoJ want to add or
remove, and click the Details button.
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10 Adding or Removing Windows Features

Windows miaow. nt% Wvai d

Watdowe Cawbanents
,are, add or remove components d Weldon XP

To add at onove  corpanert ace the &odds. A Modes. be, resent Mel mi.
Pot O the cempsnert nd be ...tied To see what enlisted n s cceep,tere
DMA.

Coverente

2131.11111111211111111111111111111.111111.1111ZI
wt ,9 Senecas

irnesay StroiCdt

4' 4 irienvi Eiokne
Qt Innnnr IS.mal.n S_ ..nits

It a 

ta,

ComOrneres Inclutlee Aocessonsts mkt Ulil n Is, yaw otergeems

Total dirk mace mond
Specs ...Jell& or. tisk

291 MB
237729149

t Back

1E1

Fig 10 2 The Windows Components Wizard.

This examines your system and lists the components of the
chosen group, as shown in Fig. 10.3. Clicking the box to the
left of an item name will install the selected component, while
any items with their ticks removed, will be uninstalled.

Accessories

T o add oi ream* a canyons*. cick the check box A shirked lam news limt oily pa+
al the component .1 be relabel. T o see whirs waded in a covmorma ddb Derek

Subcaerponeres ol Accassorws

C

Lheemtee Map
se a Ciphoeed Vsnmo

;,,,,rnent owl.",
Iwt' Jse Pontess

rf ns

Deem:eon E tables you to perform calculebons

TMel Mk mace rammed 0 0 149

Space evadable on tisk 2939 4 M8

mt.

Mf

kt st

4 ME

It 4 oh

Cana

Fig. 10.3 The Accessories Dialogue Box

You will need to have the original Windows XP CD available,
and when you have made the selections you want, keep
clicking OK to carry out the required changes. It is easy to use
up too much hard disc space with Windows XP features, so
keep your eye on the Total disk space required entry.
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11

Saving Power

You can automatically put your computer into hiberna:ion cr
standby, provided you log on as an admin strator, and your
computer is set up by tne manufacturer to support these
options. If your computer is connected to a network, rerrembe"
that network policy settings may prevent you from completing
these tasks.

Hibernation Mode
When your computer is put into hibernation mode, everythirg
in the computer memory is saved on your hard disc, and your
computer is switched off. When you turn the computer back on,
all programs turned
the computer off are restored on the desktop

To initiate hibernation, activate the Control Panel and
double-click the Power Options icon show, here.

4e1Then, in the displayed Power Options Properties
dialogue box, click the Hibernate tab. If the Hibernate
tab is unavailable, then this is because your

computer does not support this feature. If it does, make sure
the Enable hibernation tox is checked, as shown in Fig. 11 1
on the next page.

Next, click the Advanced tab and select what you wait
under Options, then clic< the down-arrow button against tne
When I press the power button on my computer box and
choose what you want to happen from the drop -down options
list in Fig. 11.2 also shown on the next page.
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11 Saving Power

Power Options Properties

Power Schemes Advanced F103einate UPS

to When you computer hbernates, 0 stores whatever 0 has in
memory on you hard disk and then shuts down. When you
computer comes out of hibernation. 0 returns to its pmedous state

Hibernate

EtEnable hbernation

Disk space for hibernation

Free disk space 2,215 MB

Disk space reused to hibernate 128 MB

OK Cancel

Fig. 11.1 The Power Options Properties Screen.

Power Options Properties

Power Schemes Advanced Hibernate UPS

Select the power -saving settings you want to use

°plans

 Always show icon on the taskbar

E: Prompt tor password when computer resumes from standby

Powet buttons

When I piers the pow& button on my computer

SW down

Do nothing
Ask me what to do
Stand by
Hibernate
Shut clown

OK Cancel j

Fig. 11.2 The Power Button Options List.
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Saving Power 11

Finally, click the Power Schemes tab, and select a time in
System hibernates, as shown in Fig. 11.3. If you set this to,
say, 'after 1 min', then ycu can sit back and see what happens.
With our system, after one minute we were informed that it was
safe to switch off the computer, which we did. When switching
on the computer a few seconds later, Windows XP started up
automatically and loadec all the programs that happened to be
loaded at the time of hibernation.

Power Options Properties

Power Schemes Advanced riternale UPS

Select the power scneme with the most appropriate settrgs to
this computer Note that changrg the settrgs below wi modify
the selected scheme

Power schemes

Hor.e/LIM,e0esk

( Save As

Settrgs to Home/Ottrce Desk power scheme

Tun off monitor Ater 20 mons

Tom off head disks Never

System standby Never

System hibernates Never

OK

V

Delete

Cancel

V

Fig 11.3 The Power Options Power Schemes Screen.

Obviously this is a time saver much favoured by users of laptop
computers. However, there is no reason why users of desktop
computers should not also be in favour of this power saving
management.
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11 Saving Power

If you decide that you do not want your system to hibernate,
just go through the procedure described above and uncheck
the selected option in the Power Options Properties screen of
Fig. 11.1. Finally, click the Power Schemes tab, and select
'never' for the time the System hibernates.

Standby Mode
When your computer is put into standby mode, information in
computer memory is not saved to your hard disc. You must
save all your work before putting your computer into standby
mode, because if there is an interruption in power, all
information in the computer's memory will be lost.

To initiate standby mode, activate the Control Panel and
click on the Power Options icon. In the displayed Power
Options Properties dialogue box, click the Power Schemes tab,
as shown in Fig. 11.3.

If you are using a portable computer, you can specify one
setting for battery power and a different setting for AC power.
In fact, you can adjust any power management option that your
computer's hardware configuration supports.
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12

Configuring a Printer

To configure your printer, left -click the Printers and Faxes
icon in the start cascace menu, select the printer you want to
configure, and click the Set printer properties option in the
Printer Tasks list pointed to in Fig. 12.1 below. This opens the
Properties dialogue box for the selected printer.

Si Printers and Faxes

Fie Edit View Fa. cr. es Tools Help

Address ,`T-' Prrters and Fazes

II ir I1

IA Add a printer

tia See what's prinhne

a Select pr,tn
preferencesa Pause prrtrig

Share the rrter

Rename this printer

X De ate ths Printer

4 5,ssfy.f.r
V

Search Pokers X 19 "

s' Go

LSO
Acrobat Acrobat
Detlier PIDPwrter

hp photosmart
7150 series

La.ker
.n

Fig. 12.1 The Printer and Faxes Window.

From the displayed tabbed dialogue box you can control a I the
printer's parameters, such as the printer port (or network path),

paper and graphics cptions, built-in fonts, and other device
options specific to the printer model. All these settings are fairly
self explanatory and as they depend on your printer type, we
will leave them to you.
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12 Configuring a Printer

A newly installed printer is automatically set as the default
printer, indicated by a tick against it. To change this, select a
printer connected to your PC, right -click it, and choose the Set
as Default Printer option on the displayed shortcut menu.

Once you have installed and configured your printers in
Windows they are then available for all your application
programs to use. The correct printer is selected usually in one
of the application's File menu options.

Managing Print Jobs
If you want to find out what exactly is happening while a
document or documents are being sent to your printer,
double-click the printer icon on the right end of the Task bar, to
open its window.

et H1.1 ,r)..1.14.1 '.rrrAt 411

Printr Women wen Help

Confront Nom Ste. Owns P. 5ree Subeattpd Port
A word Ao , wrodow0AB00. Pro Prrtng Neel ratan 32 11518(6.68 MP 13.59 32 19)05(2003 LP,:

1 donanernnn gum

Fig. 12.2 The Print Queue Window.

As shown in Fig. 12.2, this displays detailed information about
the contents of any work actually being printed, or of print jobs
that are waiting in the queue. This includes the name of the
document, its status and 'owner', when it was added to the
print queue, the printing progress and when printing was
started.

You can control the printing operation from the Printer and
Document menu options of the Print Queue window, from the
object menu, or from the Printer Tasks list. Selecting Printer,
Pause Printing will stop the operation until you make the
same selection again; it is a toggle menu opticn. The Cancel
All Documents option will remove all, or selected, print jobs
from the print queue. However, be patient as the deleting
process takes its time.
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13

Installing a Fax Printer

Windows XP includes its own Fax printer driver. To install it
click the Install a local fax printer option in the Printer Tasks
box as shown in Fig. 13.1 below.

Fig. 13.1 The Dr nters and Faxes Dialogue box.

This starts the Install Fax Wizard which might asK for the
Windows XP distribution CD so that required files can be
copied. Once that is done and you supply the information you
want to be included in your faxes, a Fax printer is installed in

the Printers and Faxes folder, as shown in Fig. 13.2 below.

Fig. 13.2 The New Fax Icon.
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13 Installing a Fax Printer

The Fax Utility
To fax a text document or graphic image, Lse the Fax utility,
which supports scanned graphic images anc will automatically
convert graphics to the appropriate file format before you send
them. To send and receive faxes, you need a fax device, such
as a fax modem - it must support fax capabilities, not just data
standards. Once the Fax Printer is installed, you can send
faxes from a local fax device attached to your computer, or with
a remote fax device connected to fax resou-ces located on a
network.

If you have a fax device installed,
click start, then select All Programs,
Accessories, Communications, Fax
to display the available command
options shown in Fig. 13.3.

a/ Fax Console

 Fax Cover Page Editor

 Send a Fax...

Fig. 13.3 The Fax Menu
Options.

Use the Fax Console option to display incoming and outgoing
faxes and view and manage your faxes. CI cking this option
displays the screen shown in Fig. 13.4.

Fig. 13.4 The Fax Console Screen.

Use the File menu options to send a fax (it stags the Send Fax
Wizard asking you for the recipient's name and other details -
you can use the information held in your Address Book, and
specify multiple recipients for the one fax), receive a fax now,
view, print, save and mail a fax. While a fax is being sent, you
can pause or resume its transmission, restart or delete it. You
can also import sent or received faxes into the Fax Console.
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14

Creating a New Folder

To create a new folder within, say My Documents, use the
start, My Documents menu option to display Fig. 14.1 below
(in your case the contents of this folder will most likely be
different). Then

Point to the Make a new folder entry on the Tasks
pane and when it changes to a hand, as shown in
Fig. 14.1 below, left -click it.

Fig. 14.1 Creating a New Folder.
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14 Creating a New Folder

Naming a New Folder

When Windows creates a new folder it places it at the
end of the list of existing folders and names
it New Folder, highlighting its name and
waiting for you to name it, as shown here.

Type a name, say, Photos, which replaces
the default name given to it by Windows. If this doesn't
happen, don't worry, you must have clicked the left
mouse button an extra time which fixes the default
name (see below how to rename it)

Renaming a Folder or a File

Method 1

Left -click the folder or file you want to -ename to select
it.

Left -clicking it once more will display the insertion
pointer within its name. Type a different name to
replace the existing one.

Method 2

Left -click the folder or file you
want to rename to select it (in this
example we chose a folder).

Left -click the Rename this folder
entry on the Tasks menu, shown
in Fig. 14.2, which causes the
insertion pointer to be displayed
within its name. Type a different
name to replace the existing one.

tar end hokite tasks

Mows this folder

030v the folder

Potash this folic to
the Web

Shse ties told's,

E-rwe the Forlee's Hes

x Deiete rtes foils,

Fig. 14.2 Renaming a
Folder.
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15

Expanding All Items in a Folder

When you use My Computer to look at a folder, say My
Documents, the displayed screen might look something
similar, but not identical, to the one in Fig. 15.1.
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Fig. 15.1 The Contents of My Documents Folder.

If you now click the Folders icon on the Tools bar, pointed to in
the screen above, the display changes to the one shown in
Fig. 15.2 on the next page. The + sign ii front of the My
Documents folder, pointed to in Fig. 15.2, indicates that there
are sub -folders associated with these folders which can be
seen by clicking the + sicn. In our case, doing so reveals
sub -folders which will then have their + sign clicked to open
each in turn.

To automatically open all the sub -folders below a chosen
folder, press the key on the numeric pai of the keyboard.
The result is shown in Fig. '5.3 on the next page.
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15 Expanding All Items in a Folder
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Fig 15.3 The Open Sub -folders Under a Selected Folder.

Pressing the '-' key and the '+' key on the numeric pad of the
keyboard, closes and opens, respectively, one level of sub -
folders under the selected folder. This method also works with
the Registry, after running regedit.
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16

Searching for Files & Folders

In order to demonstrate how to search for files (or folders) we
need to already have some files, common to both us and you,
that we can work with. To do this, we will search our hard disc
for picture files hopefully provided to all Windows XP users.

To search for files, click start and select the Search menu
option. This opens the Search Dialogue box, the left panel of

which is shown in Fig. 16.1.

What do you want to search
Next, click the All files and

for, folders entry in the Tasks

10 Pictures, music, or video
pane (as shown
Fig. 16.1).

El Documents (word
processing, spreadsheet,
etc.)

1:21 Computers people

10) Information in Help and
Support Center

You may also want to...

SI Search the Internet

r) Change preferences

Fig. 16.1 Specifying Type of
Search.

You now need to speci'y the
name (or part of it - see next rt..
page) of the item you are

Search

searching for and the drive you
want to search (in this case the
drive where Windows is

installed on your PC), as shown in Fig. 16.2.

Search by any or all of the
criteria below.

All or ptrt of the file name:

 P9

A word or phrase in the he:

Look in

Se'

When was it modified?

What size W it? vs"

More advanced options

Sack

Fig. 16.2 Specifying the Item
and Drive for a Search.
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16 Searching for Files & Folders

In our search criteria we specified, in Fig. 16.2, that part of the
filename we want to search for is .jpg which indicates we are
interested in graphic files. Other popular =filename extensions
are:

.bak a backup file
.exe an executable file
.hlp a hypertext help file
.html a hypertext markup language file
.jpeg or .jpg a graphic format file
.rtf a rich text format file
.sys a system file
.tmp or .temp a temporary file
.txt a basic text file
.wav a waveform of a soundbite.

Left -clicking the Search button, produces the list of files shown
in Fig. 16.3 below.

Fig. 16.3 Search Results for .jpg Files.

What is displayed above is a fraction of the total files found by
this particular search. You might have to scroll down a bit to
find what appears above, which are part of tie contents of the
Windows\Web\Wallpaper folder.
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17

Downloading Pictures from a
Camera

Almost all digital cameras come with software that helps you
download pictures to your PC. However, you can do the same
thing with Windows XP without having to install any additiona
software. To achieve this, do the following:

Connect your camera to your computer (usually via a
USB cable) and turn it on, which disp'ays the screen in
Fig. 17.1.

Sony MemoryStick (F:)

Wndows can pest= the sane action each time you riser
a disk or connect a device with this kind of file

!!-3 Pictures

What do you want Wrideve to do?

urg ,.Vridos as- "Cita a endTax tewet

Alt Mn pictures
using Photo Keno Wizard

III Unload pictures
ine Uswg HP Image Urioad Software

(1,9Take no action

E Always do the selected action

OK Cancel

Fig 17 1 The Windows Auto Detect Utility.

The PC has detected the Camera's Memory Stick, the contents
of which can be displayed by clicking the OK button, as shown
on the left panel in Fig. 17.2 on the next page.
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17 Downloading Pictures from a Camera
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(a) (b)
Fig. 17 2 (a) The Memory Stick Contents and (b) A Test Folder on the PC.

On the right panel of Fig. 17.2 we show a Test Folder we
created on our PC's hard disc in which we dragged one of the
picture files from the camera's Memory Stick.

To copy all the files in the camera's Memory Stick, highlight
them all and drag them to the chosen folder on your computer.
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18

Viewing Pictures & Other
Images

In Fig. 18.1 below, the contents of the My Pictures folder are
shown as Thumbnails with both the View sub -menu, and the
right -click menu of a selected image also shown open.

C IDou amen!, and Settinp,ONoel KantarnVgy fkocumentsVily Pictures

Fig. 18.1 The My Pictures Folder Displayed in Thumbnail View.
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18 Viewing Pictures & Other Images

Images can be arranged by name, size, type, etc., from the
View menu, or can be previewed, rotated, set as desktop
background, or opened in a variety of imaging programs, from
its shortcut menu. This can be very useful, particularly if you
have installed a graphics program that assumes you will be
using it to open all available image file types.

File Association
When you install a graphics program it might associate itself
with all the file types it uses, irrespective of any current file
associations. To change this, right -click on a given type of file,
say a .jpg file, and select the Properties option to open the
dialogue box shown in Fig. 18.2.

In the General tab sheet of the Properties box, click the
Change button to open the dialogue box shown in Fig. 18.3.
From here you can select the program you would like to open
this type of file.

Fig. 18.2 The Properties Dialogue
Box.

r,54
jChoose the wows, rep went to pee Oa open ths Mer

Otarch01.1pg

fi Proximo -odor: ewers
Dreeormover

Intone Evolver
U Leto Weed Pro

Mr:rowel Office Pe -sure wage

ret.r-oor'ro8

v.

V
a ,eer P,,eovs

E

Fig. 18.3 The Open With Dialogue
Box.

If you want the selected program to always open this type of
file, make sure the box to the left of the Browse button is
checked.
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Viewing Pictures & Other Images 18

Previewing an Image in the Picture & Fax Viewer
If you double-click an image or select Preview from its

right -click menu, then that image is displayed enlarged in the
Windows Picture and Fax Viewer (provided it was associated
with this type of file), as shown in Fig. 18.4.

Fig. 18.4 The Wiidows Picture and Fax Viewer.

The buttons at the bottom of the screen of the Windows
Picture and Fax Viewer can be used to navigate through your
pictures folder, select the viewing size, view the pictures in
your folder as a slide slow, zoom in or out, rotate the image,
and generally carry out certain housekeeping functions,
including the opening of -.he picture in Microsoft Paint, so that
you can edit it.

The Windows Picture and Fax Viewer can of course be
used with other image documents including scanned pictures,
digital camera photos o' fax documents.
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18 Viewing Pictures & Other Images

The Filmstrip View
To see your photos in another interesting display, use the
View, Filmstrip command. To get the full benefit of this view,
you need to increase the size of the displayed window to at
least % of the size of your screen, as shown in Fig. 18.5.

As each image is selected, an enlarged view of it displays
above the filmstrip. The four buttons below the enlarged view
can be used to navigate to the previous or the next image, and
to rotate the selected image clockwise or anticlockwise.

t Wm' ument% and Sellings11,44x.IKanlerisVily Documentslay Piclutt

Fie Ede Yew Fels,Ort. Toils Help
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9, Set es desktop
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Fib aril f alder Tasks

 Rename this fie
4, Move the fit

 Coro, the Fee

 .1:;;Ish this lb tu de
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X Dilate we n.

her Marrs

leasis02.1pg
PEG laws
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Sae. 84: KB

Date Modified. Thursday,
Aulust 26, 20 4, 8.23 AM

Qt.gi
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(

Beadle' pp

00

He his ir.;

Fig. 18.5 Photos Displayed in Filmstrip View.

You can also use the Picture Task menu to v ew images as a
slide show, set a selected image as a desktop background,
print a selected image, or copy selected images to a CD.
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19

Copying Files & Folders to CD

What is demonstrated below with files, using the contents of
My Pictures folder, could also be done with folders, o- a
mixture of files and folders within any folder.

Selecting Files and Folders
To select several objects, or icons, you have three options:

(a) If they form a contiguous list, left -click the first in the list,
then with the Shift key depressed, click the last in the lis-.

(b) To select random objects hold the Ctrl key down and
left -click them, one by one, as shown in Fig. 19.1 below.

C \Docteents end Settrps Noel I! enteres\ley Docconents \ et, Ott",

1,111/.. 1.1%hl

Get petcres 'trot
(snore or stetter

'`j Nee es a side show

Order prets Nene

I, Het 'f seecred
'mattes

F fie and folder Teaks R.,

tat Wee de selected
Item
Copy the wetted
tees

 Oubloh the selected
*Jerre to the Web

Ewoll the seeded
tams

X Delete the selected
Rees

Bke hes ip;!

Beee he I pp

Eettenv pp

L

Fig. 19.1 Selecting Items in a Folder.

(c) To select all the items in a window use the Edit, Select
All menu command, or the Ctrl+A keystrokes.

To cancel a selection, click in an empty area of the window.
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19 Copying Files & Folders to CD

14"e the wrkatheS

Copying Selected Objects to CD
To copy (burn) files or folders to a CD, you will need a
recordable compact disc (CD -R) or a rewritable compact disc
(CD-RW) and a CD recorder.

To start the process, insert a blank recordable or rewritable
CD in the CD recorder, then use the View, Details menu
option to make sure that the selected files or folder contents do
not exceed the CD's capacity (650 MB for a standard CD).

Next, click the Copy the selected items link, pointed to
under File and Folder Tasks, as shown in Fig. 19.2, which
displays the size of the files.
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Fig. 19.2 Copying Selected Files to a CD.
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6,1 Shared Docunents

Noel Tartans's Doconents
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[ Make New Folder i coy, reta

On the displayed Copy
Items dialogue box, click
the CD Drive link, followed
by the Copy button, to
start the copying process -

you will be notified when it
is completed. This method
is excellent for making
backups of your important
data.

Fig. 19.3 The Copy Items Box.
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Compressing Files & Folders

Compressing files and folcers allows you greatly increase
the storage capacity of
your hard disc and
increases the amount
of cata you can ccpy
on a single CD

To start the process,
open the drive or folder
in which you want to
create a compressed
folder, say within My
Documents, then use
the File, New menu
command, and select
the Compressed
(zipped) Folder option
Fig. 20.1.
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Na Edit View Peewees TOMS PIMP
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elMicrosoft ApsePoeta (vaster, Mec
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 evt,,, ift torus worl Pro 9 Docurert

dr Wed rin eftroesis Access 00.00,

9.ss e n Midee d' Microsoft litture It' Pruner

fa) Microsoft PorserPosse Present/Orr

tsic Pere Shop Pro 7 Mere
Other Ma es. -

el Microsoft Pubbsire Document

Dy4e,s, 7) lest Docurreet

bPsersed Downer El) 9999 Sand*c.o.,.

Mscrosoft E red worissfees

199ftssm9 Mm

Fig. 20.1 Creating a Zipped Folder.

from the drop -down menu, as shown in

The created folder has the extension .zip and you must
retain this when renaming it. We renamed our folder My
Scans.zip because, as an example, we will use data held on
one of our computers, in a folder called My Scans which is just
over 50 MB in size, and send it to the compressed folder we
created. Of course, you could use your own folder for this
example.

Next, open My Computer and locate the original My Scans
(or your own) folder. In our case the folder is to be found in My
Documents. We then used the Edit, Select All rrenu
command and dragged the highlighted files into the newly
renamed folder, as shown in Fig. 20.2 on t'le next page.
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20 Compressing Files & Folders

Fig 20.2 Dragging a File into a Compressed Folder

Releasing the mouse button displays the Compressing
dialogue box and starts the process. Other files and folders
can be sent to the compressed folder by dragging them onto it.
Selected files are then compressed one at time before they are
moved into the folder, while the contents of the dragged folders
are also compressed.

To find out the size of the folder's contents before and after
compression, double-click the compressed folder, use the Edit,
Select All menu command, right -click on the highlighted files
and select Properties from the drop -down menu. In our
example, the size of the original 34 files is displayed as 52.164
MB, while its packed size as 40.546 MB. Some types of files
compress even more.

You can open files and programs in a compressed folder by
double-clicking them. If a program requires .d11 (dynamic link
library) or data files to run, then those files must first be
extracted. To extract a file or folder from a compressed folder,
simply drag it to its new location. To extract all files and folders
within a compressed folder, right -click the folder and select
Extract All. In the Extract Wizard you can specify where you
want these files and folders to be extracted to.

When you compress files or folders as explained earlier, the
original files or folders remain on your hard disc. To remove
such files and folders from the originating disc or folder you
must delete them.
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Compressing & Sending
Pictures via E-mail

Digital camera (or scanned) pictures can be extremely large in
size (over 2 MB each). Sending a few of these without
compressing them to a friend, might sorely test your friendship!

To reduce the size of each picture automatically, use My
Computer to locate them, select the ones you want to inclLde
as attachments to an e-mail, right -click them and choose the
Send To option on the drcp-down menu, followed by the Mail
Recipient option, as shown in Fig. 21.1.

11. U. lbaumenis1My PHA Lir estSorne rsetaKath

Fig. 21.1 Sending Selected Pictures to a Mail Recipient.
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21 Compressing & Sending Pictures via E-mail

This opens the Send Pictures via E -Mail dialogue box in which
you can choose the Make all my pictures smaller option, as
shown in Fig. 21.2. The Show more options link lets you set
the picture size to send, from Small to Large.

Send Pictures via I Med

Windows ten lama ar awes you lane' soma so
the. Way Swarm lager erd roam by ths

Fig 21.2 The Send Pictures via E-mail Box.

Clicking the OK button starts the shrinking process (provided
your e-mail program is not loaded), and after a few seconds
the new e-mail message screen, shown in Fig. 21.3, is
displayed ready with your re -sized attachments.
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The message le reedy to be sent with the folloelnp fl le or link attachments:

DSC00249.JPG
DSC00242.JPG
DSC00/43.JPG
DSC00244.JPG
DSCOOZ4S.JPG
Ddr002,1,.JSG
DSC00248.JPG

Note: To protect against computer VIrUglegl, e-mail program. may prevent sending or
receiving certain types of file ettachments. Check your e-mail security settings
determine how attachments are handled.

CI-AC

Fig 21 3 The New E-mail Message with Attachments.

Note that the attached pictures have been reduced in size from
a total of 15.5 MB to about 700 KB. Clicking the Send button
sends the e-mail to the Outbox folder of your e-mail program.
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Adding Items to the SendTo
Folder

As we have seen in the previous chapter, a very useful feature
of Windows is the ability to quickly send selected files and
folders to specific destinations by right -clicking such a selecticn
and choosing the Send To option on the drop -down meru,
which opens the list of available destinations, as shown n
Fig. 22.1

Open Containing Folder

Open
Run as...

Scan with Norton AntiWu!.

Pin to Start menu

1103=1111.11,0 1.1 Compressed (zipped) Folder

Cut Mad Recipient

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

Properties

LO Desktop (create shortcut)

My Documents

4 Floppy (A:)

4, CD Drive (3.)

Fig. 22.1 Sending Folders and Files

It is easy to add more locations to the Send To menu, as it is
controlled by the contents of the SendTo folder, which is it3elf
in the Windows folder. However, the SendTo folder is hidden
by default, so if you use the start, Search command, you nay
not find it. To make it visible, start My Computer, then use 'he
Tools, Folder Options command, click the View tab and
finally click the Show hidden files and folders option
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22 Adding Items to the SendTo Folder

To add a destination to the Send To menu use My Computer
to do the following:

Click the Documents and Settings folder on the drive
where Windows XP is installed.

Double-click the folder of a specific user.

Double-click the SendTo folder.

Use the File, New, Shortcut command as shown in
Fig. 22.2 below.

Ur : Toc uments and Settings1Noel KantaTielSendTo Ittgl
MilEdit View Favortes Tools Help

Pename

Properties

Close

Other Places

0 Noel Kerte/is

My Documents

Shared Documer

My Computer

%PA My Network. PIKE

Details

,_) Folder

1:3 Microsoft AutoRoute European Map

Briefcase

Bitmap Image

IDMicrosoft Word Document

(21 Lotus Word Pro 9 Document

OA Microsoft Access App ration

47 Microsoft Picture It! Docurne

Microsoft PowerPoint Preservation

 Paint Shop Pro 7 Image

Microsoft Publisher Documen

O Text Document

d Wave Sound

*j Microsoft Excel Worksheet

11 Compressed (zipped) Folder
SendTo
Fie Folder

Attrbutes: Hidden

Date Modified: 30 November
2001,13:10

Go

Fig. 22.2 Adding a Shortcut to the SencTo Folder

Finally, follow the instructions on your screen.
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Moving Files & Settings

To move your data files aid personal settings from your old FC
to the new one, without having to go through the same
configuration you did with your old PC, then you need to Lse
the Files and Settings Transfer Wizard. The Wizard can quickly
move your personal display properties, Taskbar and Folder
options, and Internet browser and mail settings. Other folders
and files that are also moved are My Documents, My
Pictures, and Favorites. The transfer can be carried cut eit'-er
by a direct cable connection between the two computers, via a
floppy drive or other removable media, or a network drive.

To start the process, rJri the Files and Settings Transfer
Wizard on both your old and new PC. To do this on your old
machine, place the Windows XP distribution CD in its CD-ROM
drive and on the first installation screen click the Perform
additional tasks option :o open the screen in Fig. 23.1.

Welcome to IVIittosoft Windows XP

What do you want to do')
-Are

4 914 ,f3 Fiannal. Desktop Connection

4 Sot to a Immo of small °Moe notwoti

4 karate. Plea and Wan&

111101.1* this CD

ei vier Me tabs.. nabs

fr 6aot

E,t

Fig. 23.1 Selecting the Transfer Files and Setting Option.
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23 Moving Files & Settings

On that screen, click the Transfer files and settings option to
start the Wizard on your old machine.

To open the Files and Settings Transfer Wizard on your new
machine, use the start, All Programs, Accessories, System
Tools command, then click the Files and Settings Transfer
Wizard option. This opens the first screen of the Wizard, as
shown in Fig. 23.2.

Files and Settings Transfer Wizard

Welcome to the Files and Settings
Transfer Wizard

Ths wizard helps you transfer fees and :ettngs horn your old
compute' to you new one

You can transfer settings for Internet Explorer and Outlook
Express, as well as desktop and display settngs,
comecbons, and other types of settngs

The best way to use this wizard for tiansterrrg files and settings
is to use either a direct cable connection or a network. Lein
rncre about COntICCOX1 ease COrnOlitert

Please close any other proclaim before you contrite

To continue, click Next

=ER Cancel

Fig. 23.2 The Files and Settings Transfer Wizard.

In subsequent Wizard screens, on both machines, you are told:

To state whether this is your new or old computer.

To state which media you want to use for the creation of a
Wizard disc which will contain all your relevant files and
settings.

To specify which files and folders you want to transfer.
Don't go overboard with your selection here as it could take
a very long time to accomplish the task.

To go to the new computer with the newly created disc start
the Wizard and complete the transfer.
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Keeping a Hard Disc Healthy

Cleaning up a Fixed Hard Disc
To start the Disk Cleanup utility, use the start, All Programs,

Accessories, System Tools menu, and click its icon.
shown here, on the cascade menu. The utility ther
asks you to select he fixed drive you want to clean up

as in Fig. 24.1. It then scans the
specified drive, and then lists
temporary files, Internet cache
files, and unnecessary program
files that you can safely delete,
as shown in Fig 24.2 below.

Fig. 24.1 Selecting a Drive

Disk Cleanup for (C 11R
Lies,;, More Odeon=

You can use Ds* Ckenun to hate up to 2.616 981 103 ol due

`;1111. space an (C

Fees to delete
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T alma y Internet Fen 17253 it

SeJ Offline Web Page s 3 KB

v.p me raison E noi Repoang Temporary Fies 1 K P

uttee ,etc Fee' 2.79,532

Total arricunt al /* specs stc_i gar, 47.25_ KB

Descsnocn

Downloaded Region Fes iiste AcaveX canal* and Java apples
downloaded autornabcaly horn the Intones when you new car an
paper They NO ternporstip Pored in the Downloaded Psogien
Files Folder en youi haiddeL

View Files

L_CJL( Gavel

Fig. 24.2 Files Found by Cleanup.
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24 Keeping a Hard Disc Healthy

In our case, we could free 47,253 KB of disc space by simply
deleting the Temporary Internet Files (Web pages stored on
the hard disc for quick viewing). The More Options tab allows
you to remove Windows components and installed programs
that you do not use any more.

Scanning a Fixed Hard Disc for Errors
To check, and if possible repair, the integrity of a fixed hard
disc, click My Computer then in the displayed screen right -
click the fixed drive you want to check, select Properties from
the drop -down menu and click the Tools tab to display the
screen in Fig. 24.3.

Local Disk ) Properties

Gemmel Toots Hardware Shang Quote

E ea -checking

SThis °elm hall check the volume fa
errors

Now..

D dregnentaten

101
The option wd derragmeri lie: on the volume

Ber.km

jDehapment Now j

The opbon 1.1111 back up files on Ihe yr:4am

Backup Now

OK j Cancer

Fig. 24.3 The Disk Properties Screen.

You have three choices; Check Now for disc errors,
Defragment Now, or Backup Now. The last option is not
available by default in the Windows XP Home edition.

Before you start scanning your selected drive for errors, or
start defragmenting it, close all running programs and
applications on that drive.
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Using the Backup Utility

Windows XP comes with a Backup Utility which is installed by
default in the Professional Edition, but has to be installed
manually in the Home Edition. The Backup utility is included on
the Windows XP Home Edition CD-ROM in the ValueAdd
folder, but it does not support the Automated System
Recovery Wizard.

To manually install Backup:

Double-click the NTBackup.msi file in the

e:\ValueAdd\msft\NT3ackup

location on the Windows XP Home Edition CD, whe-e
be different).

Follow the instructions of the Wizard and when installa-
tion is complete, click Finish.

The Backup utility is accessible via the start, All Programs,
Accessories, System Tools cascade menu. It is a utility that
can be used to back up boti system set-up and data files from
the hard disc to another, removable storage medium, on a
regular basis.

Hard discs can 'crash' (but not as often now as they used :o)
and your computer could be stolen, or los: in a fire or flood.
Any of these events would cause a serious data loss,
particularly to businesses, unless you had backed it all up, and
stored it somewhere safe y. preferably away from the vicinity of

your computer.
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25 Using the Backup Utility

Making a Backup
To make a backup of your data, use the start, All Programs,

Accessories, System Tools, cascade menu
command and click the Backup icon, shown here,
which starts the Backup or Restore Wizard, as
shown in Fig. 25.1.

let

Backup or Restore WI7ard

Welcome to the Backup or
Restore Wizard

Tht wizard helps you back up a restote the ties and
settngs on your compute'

II you adet, you can switch to to change the
settngs used lot backup a testa his option ts le,
i01 advanced usets only

Always start n wizard mode

To contnue, cacti Next

Next > [ Cancel

Fig. 25.1 The Windows XP Professional Backup Welcome Screen.

Note the Advanced Mode link pointed to in Fig. 25.1 above.
Clicking on this link allows you to schedule backups. We will
look at this facility in the next chapter.

The backup procedure can be carried cut on a tape, a floppy
disc, or a removable disc. Click the Next button to display the
second Wizard screen where you can choose to Back up files
and settings, while in the third Wizard screen you can select
what to back up. In the fourth Wizard screen, you can then
select the folders you want to back up by clicking the + sign to
open its structure in the left-hand pane, then double-clicking
any sub -folder to check it.
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Using the Backup Utility 25

Restoring a Backup
To restore folders or files hat have been previously backed uc,
place the first disc of the set in the disc drive, activate tt-e
Backup or Restore Wizard and on the second Wizard scree,
click the Restore radio but:on followed by Next. Again, click the
+ sign to open the file structure in the left-hand pane of the
Restore window, as shown in Fig. 25.2. In this way you can
choose to restore individual components of the backup set.

Backup or Restore Wirer d

What to Restate
You can festcce any continent of loves. toldecc ot lies

lipDouble tick astern on the kit I-, see is carters Then meted the
check box nerd to anc (Pie. totem. cc lie that you went to !estate

Pon to rotors

- Fie
- 63 my Prkses Oki csectec 11 /07/2004 at 18ajc

- Documents -arc Seems
Nod Kentaro

, ELZ My Documents

(-) OE=

)

Name

lkue has en

glj Ebat f

63 Brittany pg

13a, the met pc

Ea (11f n Clouds pg

AlCesktopn
Ea ogonal Sand pg

Bark- 112317
[arca!

Fig. 25.2 Selecting the Backup Set to Restore.

Pressing the Next button, displays a Summary screen of the
restore procedure. Clic<ing the Advanced button on this
Summary screen, gives you a choice on where to restore the
selected items, then what to do when restoring files that
already exist, as shown i i Fig. 25.3 on the next page.
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25 Using the Backup Utility

Dore:

Label

Status

Backup or Restore rli/ard

Hoge to Restore

at I, Ikea!}.

Whin rostorno Man that eeeady nett on you computel

0 Leave (smug Nos [Recorrereccied)
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Back I Hmt > l Cancel._.

Fig. 25.3 Selecting How to Restore.

Cancel

z
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Progress ji;;;;;;Ti,Ti -
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Processed
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Bytes
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stmated

0

64 16465.127

Fig. 25.4 The Restore Progress Screen.

A good choice
would be to select
the option to
'Replace the file on
disk only if it is older
than the backup
copy'. After making
an appropriate
selection on file
replacement and file
security, pressing
the Finish button
causes the Wizard
to start the restore
process, as shown
in Fig. 25.4.
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Choosing a Backup Type

To see what types of backup exist, first activate the Backup or
Restore Wizard by using the start, All Programs,

Accessories, System Tools, cascade menu
command and clicking the Backup icon, shown here.
In the displayed Backup or Restore Wizard screen,
shown in Fig. 26 1, click the Advanced Mode fink

pointed to in the figure.

1.4s

[L1,1(1111111

Welcome to the Backup or
Restore Wizard

T vozad helps you back up orrestore the ties and
seems m you computer

It you peter, you can watch to M to change the
seems used la backup or rector hrs opbon is recommended
to advanced users only

E Always start m wizard mode

Tc continue. clock Next

Next >

Fig. 26.1 The Windows XP Professional Backup Welcome Screen.

Clicking on this link allows you to schedule backups and see
what types of backup exist on the displayed screen in

Fig. 26.2, shown on the next page.
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26 Choosing a Backup Type

Job

Welcome Backup Restore and Menage Media Schedule Jobs

Welcome to the Backup Utility Advanced Mode
tl you pets you can retch to aatdlpde.4 to use srecebed seems to backup os testate

upBack Warm' 'Advanced)
The Backup woad helps you create a backup ot your ;regents end eel

.e.

Restore Wisted 'Advanced)
The Restore yezed helps you tenor. you data hem a bathe'

I Automated System Recovery WaledIX T he ASR Proper abon wand helps you create a two-part backup of yes system a floppy desk that has
your system seams. end other 'reds that contens a backup et you lid system partneri

Fig. 26.2 The Advanced Backup Ut lity.

Next, use the Tools, Options command to open the Options
dialogue box shown in Fig. 26.3 below.

Opt ions

General Reason Beci.aD Type backup Log E rclude Fres

T ha paps aloes you to select a data/ berkLe type Whtch coon:
you select here depend on how caw you back ke Foe quickly yr..
vat to testae and how much storage space you have

Deal Backup Type

4rnell

Copy
Otherwise
Incremental
Da*

OK I I Canoe

Fig. 26.3 Selecting the Backup Type.
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Choosing a Backup Type 26

The Backup utility supports five methods of backing up data on
your computer or network. These are:

Normal Backup Copies all selected files and marks
them as having been backed up. With
normal backups, you need only the
most recent copy of the backup file cr
tape to restore all of the files. A
normal backup is usually performed
the first time you create a backup set

Copy Backup Copies all selected files but dces not
mark them as having been backed up.
Copying is useful if you want to back
up files between normal and incre-
mental backups because it does not
affect these other backup operations

Differential Backup Copies files created or changed since
the last normal or incremental backu J.
It does not mark files as having been
backed up. If you are performing a
combination of normal and differential
backups, restoring files and folders
requires that you have the last normal
as well as the last differential backup.

Incremental Backup Backs up only those files created or
changed since the last normal or
incremental backup. It marks files as
having been backed up. If you use a
combination of normal and incre-
mental backups, you will need to have
the last normal backup set as well as
all incremental backup sets in order to
restore your data.

Daily Backup Copies all selected files that have
been modified the day the daily
backup is performed. The backed -up
files are not marked as having been
backed up.
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26 Choosing a Backup Type

If the data files you are backing up are not very large in size,
then using a normal backup is the easiest method. The backup
set is stored on one disc or tape and restoring data from it is
very easy.

If the amount of your storage space is limited, then back up
your data using a combination of normal and incremental
backups; it is the quickest method. However, recovering files
can be time-consuming and difficult because the backup set
can be stored on several discs or tapes.

Finally, backing up your data using a combination of normal
and differential backups is more time-consuming, especially if
your data changes frequently, but it is easier to restore the data
because the backup set is usually stored on only a few discs or
tapes.
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Scheduling Tasks

Using the start, All Programs, Accessories, System Tools,
cascade menu command and clicking the Schedule
Tasks icon, displays the screen in Fig. 27.1 below.

From here you carry cut
several house-keepirg
tasks, such as da:a
backup, or disc cleanup,
at times convenient to

you.

If you are running other
programs, such as Norton
AntiVirLs in our case, an
entry for that program also

appears in the Scheduled window (Fig. 27.1).

To add a scheduled tasK, double-click the Add Scheduled
Task icon to start the Wizard. Clicking Next on the first Wizard
screen displays the seconc Wizard screen, shown in F g. 27.2.

H1

Fig 27 1 The Scheduled Tasks Window

Scheduled leek Woard

Chi PIC program you want Mindoro to not
Tr sea more on:94m cick B.c."

tat Ead, y Image Btowsee

CEskonclet
caeculatot
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11:74
1560
51:6000 (4
20 309

0081300000

511130001s

Bad 1414 Cancel

Fig. 27.2 The Seccnd Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.
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27 Scheduling Tasks

On the screen in Fig. 27.2, select the task to be scheduled
then click the Next button to display the third Wizard screen,
as shown in Fig. 27.3, in which you are asked to specify the
frequency at which you would like the selected task to be
performed (we selected weekly in our example).

Scheduled Task Wizard

Type a name lot the task. The task name can be
the same name as the prowarn name

iBackup

Perform the task

rDdy
Weekly

C" monthly

r One iThe only

When my compute, starts

r When I log on

< Back )=ER Cancel

Fig. 27.3 The Third Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

Having done so, press the Next button to display the fourth
Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 27.4, where you are asked to
specify when you want the selected task to be carried out.

Fig. 27.4 The Fourth Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.
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Scheduling Tasks 27

Obviously, your computer must be switched on at the specified
day and time. Having done so, press the Next button to display
the fifth Wizard screen shown in Fig. 27.5 be ow.

Scheduled lack Wriard rkl

E rte. the name and password or a uses The task eel
run as i i were started by that user

Enloe the user nee [HOME -PC\ Noel K ant en,

Enter rhe password

Cenhen passwced

If 9 password rs not entered scheduled tasks ante
not rte)

>

Fig 27.5 The Fiftl Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

As you can see on the above Wizard screen, you can enter the
name of a user and their password. The task is then rt..n as it

were started by the specified user. Clicking Next, displays an
additional screen (in the case of Backup), shown in Fig. 27.6.

Het Imp

Scheduk

Rut

Slat rt

7avrenerts

Rue.

IC WANDOW54yeem32

Embed (scheduled 'sok nee epect.1 ts.el

',et pe...rod

Oc Carce4

Fig. 27.6 The Sixth Scheduled Backup Wizard Screen.
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27 Scheduling Tasks

After providing additional information, click the OK button to
display the final Wizard screen and clicking the Finish button,
performs the selected task at its chosen time.

It is a good idea to perform such tasks regularly, but make
sure that your computer is switched on at the selected times,
and you are not inconvenienced by your time selection. It is, of
course, assumed that your PC's clock is set correctly.

The newly created scheduled task now appears in the
Scheduled Tasks window, as shown in Fig. 27.7 below.

Fig 27.7 The Additional Entry in the Scheduled Tasks Window.

To edit a scheduled task, double-click its entry in the above
window, which opens the three -tab dialogue box of Fig. 27.6,
shown on the previous page, in which you can make changes
to the selected Task, its Schedule, and its Settings.
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Using System Restore

If your PC malfunctions, use System Restore to return your PC
to the last date it was work ng perfectly. Every time you start to
install a new program, Windows XP takes a snapshot of your
system prior to starting tne new installation. Alternatively, you
can force Windows to take a snapshot at any time you choose.

To access the System Restore utility, use the start, All
Programs, Accessories, System Tools and click D n
its icon, shown here, which displays the screen in
Fig. 28.1. On this screen you can select to Restore your
PC to an earlier titre, or create a manual Restore point

by clicking the Create a restore point option.
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Welcome to System Restore
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Fig. 28.1 The Welcome to System Restore Screen.

Windows XP asks you to give a description of this Restore
point so that you can iden:ify it easily at a later stage.
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28 Using System Restore

In our example, shown in Fig. 28.2, we chose to call this After
Installing SP2, which together with the date given to it by the
Restore program, will give later a pretty good clue of the
circumstances surrounding its creation.
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Create a Restore Point
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Fig. 28.2 Creating a Manual Restore Point.

Next, activate the Restore program, but this time choose the
Restore my computer to an earlier time option, then click the
Next button. This displays a further screen, as shown in
Fig. 28.3.
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Fig. 28.3 Creating a Manual Restore Point.

The dates shown in bold in the calendar are Restore points
created by Windows XP. These could have been created by
your computer, manually, or prior to installing certain
programs.
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Using the Windows Update

Update Prior to Service Pack 2
To automatically update Windows System files, if these
become available, from Microsoft's Web site, click start, All
Programs, and select the Windows Update menu option.

After connecting to the Internet through your Internet Service
Provider (ISP), you will be connected automatically to

Microsoft's Web site, as shown in Fig. 29.1 below. If you hade
installed Service Pack 2, please refer to the next section.
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Fig. 29.1 Connectirg to Microsoft's Update Home Page.
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29 Using the Windows Update

Next, click the Welcome link to get an appropriate list of
updates for your system. However, in order to be able to
download program patches to your system, the Windows
Update program needs to have information relating to your
system configuration, as shown in Fig. 29.2.
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Fig. 29.2 Connecting to Microsoft's Scan for Upcates Screen.

Once this is done, you can select which software to download,
if any. On successful completion of program downloads, the
Windows Setup program installs the new patches or programs
to your system automatically, after which you can either go
back to browse Microsoft's site, or you can disconnect from the
Internet.

New to Windows XP is the ability of the program to manage
critical updates automatically as you can see on the entry in
the right panel of the updates screen. We suggest you spend
some time finding out a bit more about this. If you have
installed Service Pack 2, Windows will warn you automatically
if you do not update often enough as you might be
compromising your system's security.
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The Windows SP2 Security Center
If you have installed Service Pack 2, you can click the Security

Center icon in the Control Panel, shown here, to
display the Windows Security Center screen siown in
Fig. 29.3.
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Fig 29.3 The Windows Security Center Dialogue Box

The Security Center's job is to make sure that Windows users
are kept secure by installing the Firewall, keeping Windows
up-to-date at all times, and using antivirus software.

Each of these essential security components has a traffic
light indicator; a green light means the security component is in
place and is up-to-date, a yellow light indicates that you have
disabled its monitor, and a red light means that there s a
security risk and you are required to take action.

Each security component can be managed by clicking the
relevant link at the bottom of the Security Center screen. We
very strongly advise you to use these security componerts if
you want to avoid mal cious attacks on your computer from
hackers and viruses.
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29 Using the Windows Update

Clicking the Automatic Update link on the Windows Security
Center screen, displays the screen in Fig. 29.4
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Fig. 29.4 The Automatic Updates
Dialogue Box.

Note that in this case,
Automatic Updates is turned
ON by default. From here
you can set the day and
time for the Automatic
Update to be activated.

Alternatively you can click
the link pointed to in
Fig. 29.4 to connect right
now to the Microsoft Update
Web site which opens the
screen shown in Fig. 29.5
below. The choice is yours.
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Fig. 29.5 The Windows Update Screen under Service Pack 2.
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Managing Windows Dual Boot

Installing a Second OS on the Same PC
Suppose you want to install an additional Operating System
(OS), say Linux, on your PC which already runs Windows XP.
Then before doing so, you need to prepare your system. Thare
are several things you have to do here.

If Linux is to be installed on a separate, but bootable
hard disc, then you don't need any preparation; you can
skip the rest of th's section.

If your system has only one hard disc, then you need to
consider the following:

1. If your hard disc is partitioned nto, say, a C: and a
D: drive, then move all the programs and data you
want to retain from drive D: into drive C:, and use
the space cn drive D: to install Linux as long as
there is enough space. Application orograms
under Windows XP might have to be uiinstalled
from drive C:, and reinstalled in drive C:.

2. If your harc disc is not partitioned and you have
enough free space at the end of it to load Li -lux,
then use the commercial software package
PartitionMagic to create a partition for Linux on
your hard disc. Such a program partitions your
hard drive without any loss of data.

3. If you have more than two partitions on your nard
drive, none of which is big enough to load Linux,
then make a complete backup of your hard crive,
then use PartitionMagic to rearrange and/or delete
such partitiors to create a larger partition for Linux.
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Changing the Default OS in Dual Boot
To change the default Operating System in a Dual Boot facility,
do the following:

Start by clicking System in the Control Panel.

Next, click the Advanced tab on the displayed System
Properties dialogue box to open the screen shown in
Fig. 30.1 below.

System Properties riN-1
System Restore Automatic Updates Remote

Lenard Computer Name Hardware Advanced

You must be logged on as en Administrator to make most of these changes

Performance

Vaud effects, processor scheduling. memory usage, and virtual memory

User Profiles

Desktop settings related to your logon

S &tangs

Seems

Startup and Recovery

System startup, system failure, and debugging nioireation

E nyoronment Venable:

r OK -]

Error Reportng

Cancel

Fig. 30.1 The Advanced System Properties Dialogue Box.

In this screen, click the Settings button, pointed to,
under the Startup and Recovery option to open the
screen shown in Fig. 30.2 on the next page.
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Startup and Recovery

System startup
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seconds
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Fig. 30.2 The Startup and Recovery Dialogue Box

In Fig. 30.2, click the down-arrow against the Default
operating system entry and select the Operating
System you want to be the default from the arop-down
list. On this dialogue box you can also change the time
of display of the list of the operating systems.

Having made the required changes, click the OK button
so they can take effect.
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30 Managing Windows Dual Boot

Removing the Windows Dual Boot
We assume that you have two Operating Systems installed on
your computer, say Windows XP and Linux (although the latter
could be any previous version of Windows), and you are using
the dual boot system to access them.

To remove the second operating system, say Linux in this
case, do the following:

Start by booting the system into Windows XP. Explore
your drives and find the one that contains Linux and
re -format the entire drive. You may need to confirm
your intention.

Next, select Run from the start menu, and in the Open
text box of the displayed dialogue box type msconfig
and click the OK button.

On the displayed System Configuration Utility dialogue
box, click the BOOT.INI tab, and then click the Check
All Boot Paths button. Your system will report that the
path used to launch Linux (the unwanted Operating
System) is not valid and offers to remove it. Click the
Yes button.

From now on, your system will boot directly to Windows XP.
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Removing Uninstalled Programs

Occasionally you might find that bits of programs are left cn
your system which the Add or Remove Programs applicaticn
in Control Panel is unable to uninstall.

Although information of installed programs, as well as how
to remove them, is kept in the Registry, sometimes an error on
the program's uninstall configuration can result in bits of the
program remaining in he system which might cause the
system to become unstable.

To remove all traces of such programs, you need to edit the
Registry. However, if you change the Registry without know hg
what you are doing, you may well make your computer
unusable. Therefore it is important to first make a backup of
Registry key you intend to change, and know how to restore it
if things go wrong .

Backing up and Restoring a Registry Key
To export a hive or a single Registry key use the start, Run
command, type regedit in the Open box of the displayed
dialogue box, and click OK.

Next, locate and then click the key that contains the va.ue
that you want to edit (either an entire hive, as showr in
Fig. 31.1 on the next page, or a single key). On the File menu
of the displayed dialogue box, click Export, and in the Save in
box, select a location where you want to save the Registration
Entries. In the Save as type drop -down selection box select
the .reg file type. Finally, in the File name box, type a file
name, click the All radio button, and click Save, as shown in
Fig. 31.2 also on the next page.
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Fig. 31.1 The Restore Wizard Screen.

fxport Registry file

Fig. 31.2 Saving a Registry Hive

Note the two radio buttons All and Selected branch. These
are used to copy the entire Registry tree, or to copy only the
key selected in the Registry and all branches below it,
respectively.

The available file types can be seen by clicking the
down-arrow to the right of the

Registietsys pies I regiSave as type box, as shown
here. The significance of these
file types and their use is
explained on the next page.

Registry Hive Fits I-I
Text Fies
Wrax/N T4 Flesesteeen Files r reg)
Al Fifes
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The Registration Files option creates a .reg file which can
be read and edited either within Notepad as a text file, or
directly using the Registry Editor. Once cnanges have been
made and saved withii Notepad, right -clicking the file and
using the Merge command adds the changed file back irto
the registry. However, any additions made to the registry
using regedit prior to merging, will not be removed.

The Registry Hive Files option creates a binary image of tie
selected registry key, which cannot be viewed or edited in
Notepad or any other text editor. The purpose of such a tile
is to allow you to import it back into the registry to ensure
any problematic chances you made are eliminated.

The Text Files option creates a text file containing the
information in the selected key. Its most useful purpose is
creating a snapshot cf a key that you can refer back to if
necessary, but it cannot be merged back into the registry.

The Win9x/NT4 Registration Files option creates a .reg file
in the same manner used by the Registration Files option. It
is only used if you want to merge a key from XP into a
previous version of W ndows.

Obviously, the most effective and safest method of backing up
the registry is to use the Registry Hive Files option. No matter
what goes wrong in your editing, importing the image of the key
will remove all problematic changes or additions.

A .reg file can be restored by navigating to where i: is

stored, right -clicking it and selecting Merge from the
drop -down menu. Another option on the same menu is the
Open With command which displays the Open With dialogue
box with the Registry Editor selected. Both these resto-ing
options are also available 'tom the File menu when the .reg file
is selected.

Whichever of the above methods you action, a warning box
will be displayed askirg you whether you really want the
contents of the file to be merged with the equivalent Reg stry
key. The same warning box appears if you double-click the
.reg file, so take care wish your response!
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31 Removing Uninstalled Programs

The final method of restoring a .reg file is from the Registry
Editor menu bar using the File, Import command, then
navigating to where the .reg file is saved, selecting the file and
clicking Open. The contents of the .reg file will be merged into
the current registry followed by a confirmation dialogue box
informing you of the successful outcome! Although this method
forces you to consciously select the .reg file you want to
import, you must be extra careful to select the correct .reg file -

there is no warning if you don't!

Editing the Registry
To start the editing process, open the Registry, and use the

Edit, Find command and search for the Uninstall folder. Press
the F3 function key, until you reach the path:

FIKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\Microsoft \Windows \CurrentVersion\Uninstall

This sub -folder has entries which appear in the list of the Add
or Remove Programs application in Control Panel. Each
entry is displayed as a long name made up of letters and
numbers, as shown in the left pane in Fig. 31.3 below.
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Fig. 31 3 The Contents of the Uninstall Folder.

Highlighting each entry on the left pane displays a list of the
program details on the right pane of the Editor. When you find
the offending program, simply use the Ctrl key to highlight both
the Display/Name and the UninstallString keys and press the
Delete keyboard key.
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Removing Startup Applications

If you are trying to remove a program and can not find it in tie
StartUp folder, by using the start, All Programs cascade
menu command, then it might be launch ng itself from tie
Registry. The Registry keys you will need to examine are:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTVYARE \Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

HKEYLOCALMACHINE\SOFTYVARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnceEx

HKEY CURRENT_USER\Sottware\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

However, if you are going to try to change the Registry, we
recommended you make backups of your system and the
Registry (see previous chapter) before attempting the changes.

To change a Registry key use the start, Run command,
type regedit in the Open box of the displayed dialogue box,
and click OK. Next, locate and then click the key that contains
the value that you want :o edit - for one of our computers, the
Registry screen, shown in Fig. 32.1, was displayed as follows.
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Run Screen.
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32 Removing Startup Applications

On this particular computer the Hotkey application (the one
that allows you to configure a button on your keyboard to load
a preferred program when pressed), was loading and
displaying on the Windows Task bar, thus taking unnecessary
space. The offending entry in the Registry is pointed to in
Fig. 32.1 and shown magnified below.

14)CHotkey PEG_sz mMakefexe

To remove it, either highlight the entry and press the Delete
keyboard key, or double-click the entry and delete the value
associated with that application. Whichever method we chose,
it solved the problem at hand!

Three additional application entries in Fig. 32.1 were allowed
at some time in the past to load on this computer, which now
we would like to remove. These are displayed magnified in
Fig. 32.2 below.

"A Share -to -Web Ntmespece Daemon REG_SZ C:\Po7etn FiesUlmriett-PackerdVIP 5here-to-Webkhpgs2vmd.exe
45oundMen REG_52 50LIMMAN.EXE
_±...b.)5unlmeUpdate5ched REG_52 C: Program FiesklaveOel.4.2_03\bink)usched.exe

Fig. 32.2 Unwanted programs in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTVVARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run Key.

To remove these from our system, we simply highlighted each
in turn and pressed the Delete keyboard button. To take effect,
such removals require you to restart Windows.

Do remember that with some applications you'll also have to
check for entries in the

\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce

branch of HKEY LOCAL MACHINE, as well as the entries in

\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

of the HKEY_CURRENT_USER branch.
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Changing the Registered Owner

When you first used Setup to install Windows XP, you were
asked to enter your name and Company name. Like most
people we gave our name and typed "I-.ome PC" for the
Company name. This information is then assigned by Windows
to the Registered Owner of the PC and used by other iistalled
programs for registering purposes. To see this information, use
the start, Control Panel menu command and double-click he
System icon which displays the System Properties dialogue
box with its General tab selected. This screen is shown for oie
of our computers in Fig. 33.1.
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55274.0E14 4:1044265 47
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L22_4) cencer J

Fig. 33.1 The System Properties Dialogue box.
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33 Changing the Registered Owner

The Registered owner and Company details, as shown, cannot
be changed from within Windows, but you can change them in
the Registry. To change the Registered owner and Company
name, you need to open the Registry Editor and navigate to:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft \Windows NTCurrentVersion

The values you need to change are RegisteredOwner and
RegisteredOrganization, pointed to in Fig. 33.2.
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,!_e)SubVerstortatnber REC Si a

_t_e)SysternPoot PEG_SZ C. kWINDOWS

) C

My ComputerMYLOCAL_MACHINEASOFPMAIEVicrosoftWodows NTICuyortVemion

Fig. 33.2 The Registry Editor.

The CurrentVersion key, we are interested in here, is to be
found in the Windows NT branch, although you will find that
there is a similarly named key in the Windows branch. Both
branches are used by Windows XP, with the Windows NT
branch containing the more advanced settings.

To change a Registry value (make a backup of the Registry
key first - see previous chapter), double-click it which opens
the Edit String dialogue box shown in Fig. 33.3.

I dl? Stmt., ffIN
\teem nen.

RegleetedOrstareatton

Value data

81121"§A L
Fig. 33.3 The Edit String Dialogue Box.

You can type what you
like in the Value data
box to replace the
current entry. Clicking
the OK button enters the
new value in the
Registry. You can repeat
this procedure to change

the RegisteredOwner value to something else, then open the
System Properties dialogue box again, as described earlier, to
verify that your changes have taken place.
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Using the Font Manager

Windows XP uses a Fort Manager program to control the
installed fonts on your system. You can use the Font Manager
to install, view, or delete fonts.

To open the Font Manager, use the start, Control
Panel menu option, and in the displayed screen
double-click the Fonts icon shown here.

ale fonts r ii
Erie Edit ve

j Fad -

-, Fonts s'

qj Anal

 Anal Black
Ilk) Anal Narrow

Baskervile

Dinner Gothic

Book Antique

Bookman old Style

Botanical

g Centaur
Century Gothic

Century Schoobook

t Conic Sans Ms

61Courter

 Courier New
Estrangelo [Jesse

tFranklin Gothic Meciurn

1). Gararnond

4

»

74 font(s) (Plus 66 hoiden)

Fig. 34.1 The Fonts Window.

Fo-ts

This opens the Fonts window,
shown in Fig. 34.1. To control what
you see on the Fonts wincow, click
View to display the drop -down
menu, shown in Fig. 34.2. We have
chosen Status Bar, List and Hide
Variations.

ie Status Ear

Explorer Bar

Large Icons

 List
List Fonts By Similarity

Detais

Hide variations (Bold, Italic, etc.:

Go To

Refresh

Fig. 34.2 The View Sub -menu.

To see an example of one of the listed 'onts, double-click its
icon in the Fonts window (Fig. 34.1).
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34 Using the Font Manager

Below we show the Arial (TrueType) font in four different sizes.

S ki 1.11 ...v...I./p..1

Arial (OpenType)
DpenType Ficnt, Digitally Sired, TrueType Outfit -es
Typeface rwne: Arial
File size 290 KB
Version Verston 2 95
',pews 0 The Monotype Carp:rat= pie. Doti 0 Th. Aismtel. a'
piefive Solite,* kr. 1990- 1992 AN R ighls RasenosO

abcdefghijdmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVVVXYZ
123456789.:,;(:!7)
12 The quick brown fox rumps over the lazy dog 1234567890

le The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy

The quick brown fox jumps ove

The quick brown fox,
Fig. 34.3 Font Size Sample Window for a Selected Font.

You might find it interesting to know, that the Symbol font
contains an abundance of Greek letters, while the Webdings
and Wingdings Fonts contain special graphic objects.

See page 17 to find out how such characters can be inserted
into a document.

earl Shoi

Gelato

kenz,ine

Close

munai N8ITOW

Arial Narrow Bold

t Anal Narrow Bold itch
A Anal Narrow It*
A Baskenalle

New fonts can be installed by selecting
the File, Install New Font menu
command in the Fonts window, as
shown in Fig. 34.4. This opens the Add
Fonts dialogue box in which you have to
specify the disc, folder and file in which
the font you want to install resides.

Unwanted fonts can be removed by first
highlighting them in the Fonts window,
then using the File, Delete command. A
warning box is displayed.

Fig. 34.4 Installing New Fonts.
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Creating Private Characters

You can use the Windows Private Character Editor to create
your own fonts or logos in Unicode - a 16 -bit data encoding
system that Windows XP and applications, such as Notepad,
WordPad and Microsoft Office, support.

To start the Private Character Editor, use the start, Run
command, type eudcedit in the Open box of the displayed
dialogue box, and click OK. This opens a very simple l5nt
editor, as shown in Fig. 35.1 below.
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< ' I
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IWO
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10

Fig 35 1 The Opening Screen of the Pnvate Character Editor.

Any characters you have already created are shown with their
hexadecimal code (in this case an omega with a tilde on tcp of
it against code E000). You can then click the next code ;say
E001) that you would like to assigned to your new character. In
what follows, we will show you, as an example, how to create
the composite of existing characters shown above.
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35 Creating Private Characters

To start the process, click the code E001 on the grid of
Fig. 35.1, then click OK. This opens the Edit screen ready for
your drawing. You can use the tools on the left of the screen to
fill-in squares on the grid, draw circles, ellipses, squares,
rectangles, use the freehand tool, or the eraser. Alternatively,
you could use the Edit, Copy Character menu command to
open the screen shown in the composite of Fig. 35.2, where
we selected the tilde and clicked the OK button, which
transfers the selected character to the Edit g -id. What is shown
below is a composite of the actions you have to take and the
result of these actions.

3121.4. ..........
 1 1 I

IMO t2331,03 4-.3
.10A11(111,6331 241000
11X4P3PfluVW1131`111,
3. 43,443,...,31n%.
07334,91 ...... I I 1"3

Fre _ft.%

Fig 35.2 Copying a Character into the Edit G -id Screen.

Next, use the Window, Reference menu command, as shown
in the composite of Fig. 35.3 on the next page, and on the
opened Reference screen, scroll down and select the omega
character as shown. Clicking the OK button, transfers the
character of the Reference grid. Again, w"tat is shown in
Fig. 35.3 is a composite of the actions you have to take and the
result of these actions.

Next, select the omega by right -clicking at one corner
outside the character, and with right mouse depressed, drag
the mouse pointer to the opposite corner of the character to
form an enclosing rectangle, as shown.
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Fig. 35.3 Opening a Character in the Reference Grid Screer

Releasing the right mouse button, changes the mouse pointer
from a cross (right pane) to a four -headed pointer. You can
now drag the enclosed omega character :rom the Reference
grid area to the Edit grid area to form the completed character,
as shown in the composite of Fig. 35.4.

Fig. 35.4 The Character Construction Process.
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35 Creating Private Characters

Finally, all we have to do is save the constructed character. To
do this, use the File, Font Links menu command to display the
Font Links dialogue box, shown in Fig. 35.5, in which you can
choose to link this character to all the fonts or to a specific font.

1.11101.111 Nre gyp.

Fig 35 5 The Character Construction Process

To use this character, you need to activate the Character Map
by using the start, All Programs, Accessories, System
Tools cascade menu command. In the opened Character Map
screen, scroll to the All Fonts (Private Characters) entry on

the Font list, as shown in
Fig. 35.6, click on the
character we constructed,
then click the Select button,
followed by the Copy button.

Next, open either Notepad,
WordPad, or one of the
Office applications, and use
the Edit, Paste command to
transfer the character into
your document.

Fig. 35.6 The Character Map Screen.
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Using Windows ClearType Fonts

Microsoft ClearType is a new developmeit in font display
technology that improves font display resolution and hence
screen readability. ClearType can improve the resolution of text
on colour LCD monitors with a digital interface, such as those
in laptops and high -quality fiat desktop displays. Readability on
CRT screens can also be somewhat improved.

You can turn on ClearType and customise it so it looks best
on your screen, either through an online Web -interface, or py
downloading the ClearType Tuner PowerToy from Microsoft
which lets you activate and tune your ClearType sett ngs via
the Windows Control Panel.

http://www.microsoft.comitypography/ClearType/tuner/l.htm

while the ClearType Tuner PowerToy can be downloaded from
Microsoft's site by starting Internet Explorer, typing the

address:

http://www.microsoft.comitypography/ClearTypePowerToy.mspx

and clicking the Go button. Part of what displays on your
screen is shown in Fig. 36.1 on the next page. The Web page
explains what ClearType fonts are, and a lot more besides.

To download the ClearType Tuner PowerToy, click the lir k

Http://download.microsoft.com

pointed to in Fig. 36.1, which opens the dialogue box shown in
Fig. 36.2, also on the next page.
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36 Using Windows ClearType Fonts
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Fig. 36.2 The File Download Security Warning Box.

We suggest you save the downloaded file in a convenient
folder (we created a folder in the C: drive and named it
Downloads) and after the download is completed, click the
Run button on the displayed dialogue box. After installation
you will be able to tune your display to its best resolution. After

restarting your computer you will end an additional
icon in Control Panel, as shown here which can be
used later to change the selected settings.

aarTpr
tun.;
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37

Displaying Windows in Full
Screen

Whether you display a window using My Computer, Windows
Explorer, or Internet Explorer you can use the Fll functon
key to substantially increase the visible area, as shown in
Fig. 37.1.
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Fig. 37 1 Displaying an Explorer Window in Full View.

 - -

Note that by default, the Explorer toolbar at the top of [he
screen with the standard buttons, shown in Fig. 37.2, remains
visible, together with the Minimise, Restore, and Close
buttons at the top right corner of the screen - these three
buttons only display if Service Pack 2 is installed. The displayed
visible area of such a window, extends over the start button
and the Task bar.
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37 Displaying Windows in Full Screen

If you want to

i5 Restore.

_ Morjrnize

X close AX+F4

Fig. 37.2 The
Right -click Explorer

Toolbar Menu.

Fig. 37.3 The
Alt+Space bar

menu.

reclaim the area occupied by the Explorer
toolbar as well, right-clizk the toolbar and
select Auto -Hide from the drop -down
menu. Clicking anywhere in the main
window causes the toolbar to disappear.
To make it reappear, move the mouse to
the top of the window. To make the start
button and Task bar appear, move the
mouse to the bottom of the window.

Pressing Fll again will return Windows
Explorer to normal view. If this does not
work, click the Restore button shown at
the right of the screen in Fig. 37.2. If you
do not have Service Pack 2 installed, and
pressing the F11 function key does not
restore the window, then use the
Alt+Space bar key combination to open
the menu shown in Fig. 37.3. From here
you Restore, Minimize, or Close the
expanded Explorter window.

As you can see, with Service Pack 2 installed, you can use the
F11 function key to toggle between full screei and its previous
size screen, whether the latter was a maximised screen or not.
Perhaps another good reason to install SP2.
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Managing Internet Options

Click the Internet Options icon in the Control Panel,
shown here, to open the dialogue box in Fig. 38.1.
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Fig 38 1 The Internet Properties Dialogue Box

In the General tab
sheet, you can
specify which page to
use for your Home
page (the one that is
displayed when you
first open Internet
Explorer). You could,
for example use your
own Web site, or one
of the Web sea'ch
engines, such as
google.com, or any
other Web site.

From this tab
sheet, you can also
Delete Cookies,
which is information
created and stcred

on your hard disc by Web sites you visited. Furthermore, you
can also Delete Files which are temporary Internet files
holding information on pages you visited before on a Web site.
These files allow you to browse quickly through such pages
because your Internet browser checks and uses them (if the
information in them has not changed) in preference to

downloading them from the Internet, which takes much loncer.
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Settings
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Fig. 38.2 The Settings Dialogue Box.

Obviously such temporary
Internet files can take a lot
of hard disc space, but
you can control this by
clicking the Settings
button to open the
dialogue box shown in
Fig. 38.2. In here you can
select from several
options for checking for
newer versions of stored
Web pages, and you can
limit the amount of hard
disc space used by them.
Click the View Files

button to see a list of the temporary fi es held on your
computer. Occasionally you might need to delete such
temporary files, particularly if the space allocated for them is
full, as it might have ramifications in other areas - see next
chapter.

Going back to the General tab shee-. of the Internet
Properties dialogue box, you will see options at the bottom of
the box dealing with History. This is a folder that holds links to
pages you have visited, for quick access to recently viewed

Web site pages without having to
connect to the Internet.
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To view history links, click the
History Toolbar button,
shown here to the right, on a
Windows XP application
such as the Internet Explorer or My
Computer (to do this, use the View,
Toolbars, Customize menu
command), to open the History
panel, shown in Fig. 38.3. You can
choose History links from Today to
several Weeks Ago.

Fig. 38.3 The History Panel.
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Internet Security
If you want to stop people setting at your data or tracking wl-at
you are doing, then Internet security is important to ycu.

Clicking the Security tab of
the Internet Properties
dialogue box displays he
sheet shcwn in Fig. 38.4. As
each item under Select a
Web content zone to
specify its security
settings at the top of the
screen is selected, its
security settings are shown
below the selection area.
For example, when Internet
is selected, you are told that
'This zone contains all Web
sites you haven't placed in
other zones'. To change :he
settings, click the Custom
Level button to display the
Security Settings dialogue
box shown in Fig. 38.5. In
this screen you can select
settings for various ActiveX
controls. These are
potentially risky actions, with
some of the options not
providing a Prompt setting.

None of these options
apply to FTP folders, which
are folders you upload or
download to or from Web
sites using the File Transfer
Protocol which, however,

other security mechanism to prctect
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Fig 38.4 The Internet Security Screen.
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Fig. 38.5 The Security Settings Screen.

does not use encryption or
your password when you log on to a server.
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Internet Privacy
Clicking the Privacy tab of the Internet Properties dialogue box
displays the screen in Fig. 38.6. Here you can specify the

security level for the
Internet zone. As you
move the slide up a notch
at a time, you impose
higher and higher security,
while moving the slide
downwards diminishes it.
An explanation on what is
allowed and what is not, is
given next to the slide as
you move it to a different
level. You can also
override cookie handling
for individual Web sites by
clicking Edit and filling in
the displayed sheet.

Clicking the Advanced
button, displays the screen
shown in Fig. 38.7, in
which you can control
cookies. If the override box
(pointed to) is not checked,
the options under it are
greyed cut. In that case,
the Web site's privacy
policy, if it exists, is
displayed by Internet
Explorer which tells you

what kind of information the Web site collects, and how it uses
it. Also, Web sites might provide a (P3P) (Platform for Privacy
Preferences Policy), in which case Internet Explorer might be
able to compare your privacy settings to that of the P3P privacy
policy, and determine whether or not to allow the Web site to
save cookies on your PC. If you check the cverride box, then
you must decide how first -party and third -part' cookies should
be treated.
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Fig. 38.6 The Internet Privacy Screen
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Fig. 38.7 The Advanced Privacy Settings
Screen.
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Internet Content
Clicking the Content tab of the Internet Properties dialogue box

displays the screen in

Fig. 38.8. The most
important option on this
screen is the Content
Advisor which helps you
to control the Internet
content that can be viewed
on your computer. Clicking
the Enable button displays
the screen shown in

Fig. 38.9 where you can
set ratings on Language,
Nudity, Sex, and Violence
permitted to be viewed.

You set these ratings by
selecting each option and
moving he slide to the
right a notch at a time,
which lowers the level of
restriction. What is allowed
to be viewed is displayed in
the Description box as
you move the slide. Once
you have set ratings to all
the listed options, dick the
Apply button followed by
OK. This displays the
Create Supervisor Pass-
word dialogue box so that
you cal protect these
ratings.

Other options on the
Content tab screen, allow you to use Certificates to identify
yourself, change the AutoComplete settings, or specify
Personal information you can share when a Web site
requests information from its visitors.
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Fig. 38.8 The Internet Content Screen.
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Internet Connection
Clicking the Connections tab
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Fig 38.10 The Internet Connections
Tab -sheet.

of the Internet Properties
dialogue box displays the
screen in Fig. 38.10.
Under the Dial -up and
Virtual Private Network
settings you will see a list
of our Internet connections
which are already
available on this computer.

To set up a new Internet
connection, click the
Setup button which starts
the New Connection
Wizard shown in
Fig. 38.11.

As you can see, this
Wizard can be used to

connect to the Internet or a private network, or set up a home
or small office network.

Welcome to the New Connection
Wizard

Fig. 38 11 The New Connection Wizard.

To continue, click Next and follow the instructions on the
screen.
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Using a Broadband Connection

To use broadband, you -rust first select a Broadband ISP A
quick search on the Internet (try www.google.com) will unveil
the most current offers, but before choos ng, look at priong
and restrictions associated with particular connections. Look
out for the following points:

Do they charge you a connection/installation fee.

Do they provide you with a free broadband modem -
see next page for choice of available modems, which
are dependant on the type of connection required.

What are the monthly connection fees. These depend
on a choice of ccnnection speeds which can vary from
5 times to 15 times the speed of a dial -up (56 Kbps)
modem, the most typical one being 10 times (512 Kbps)
for domestic use.

Does the pricing include the availability of e-mail
addresses, mail filtering, and Web site hosting.

What restrictions are included in the pricing - some
providers only allow a certain amount of Internet brows-
ing a month, others do not allow you to play games
on-line, while otters only allow one computer to be
connected to the Internet.

Next, find out whether your premises are near enough to the
exchange and whether broadband is available at that particular
exchange. Both of these requirements can be found out quickly
and easily by simply selecting the appropriate option on your
chosen ISP's Web site, and typing in your postcode.
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39 Using a Broadband Connection

If all is well, you can now select the type of broadband modem
you require. Broadly speaking, there are three types of
modems you might want to use as a domestic user. These are:

1) A simple broadband modem which connects to your
computer's USB port. This is the type most commonly provided
free by ISPs and can only connect a single computer.

2) A broadband modem that provides both a USB and an
Ethernet (LAN) connection. This type can use either
connection for broadband, or use the LAN port to connect two
computers together and the USB port to connect to broadband.

3) A four -port Ethernet (LAN) broadband router that uses one
of the ports for broadband connection and the other ports for
networking additional computers.

The above broadband modems are usually referred to as
ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) modems. Such
modems allow high-speed connection to the Internet and also
voice transmissions over the same telepnone line. ADSL
modems can be of the wired type or wireless type, with the
latter being more expensive.

Other types of high-speed services which you might have
come across are:

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) - a high-
speed digital telephone service than enables connec-
tion to the Internet with a speed of 128 Kbps.

Cable connection requiring a cable modem - a device
that enables a broadband connection to the Internet by
using cable television infrastructure with access speeds
of as much as 10 Mbps.

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) - similar to ADSL. DSL
modems can be internal or external. Internal DSL
modems are plugged into an expansion slot in the
computer and do not require a network adapter. Exter-
nal DSL modems use a network adapter to connect to
the computer, therefore your PC must be network
ready.
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Using a Broadband Connection 39

Returning to the ADSL broadband connection, you should be
aware of additional limitations which may not come to licht until
well after you have signed up with a provider and were given cr
bought a modem.

For example, you need :o be aware of the following facts:

If the distance betweer tie main BT socket into your house
and the extension where your computer is connected, is
greater than 10 metres, a USB connection to the broadband
modem may not work - there will not be a strong enough
signal for synchronisation. In that case, a broadband
modem with an Ethernet connection might solve the
problem, but the type 1 modem, as specified on the
previous page (sometimes given to you free by your
broadband supplier), may not be of much use.

If you bought a type 2 modem, as specified on the previous
page, with one USB and one Ethernet connection port aid
you had to use the Ethernet port to connect to tne
broadband modem because of signal synchronisation
problems, then you can not connect anything else to the
Internet unless you also buy an Ethernet hub.

Therefore, it might be a good idea to research broadband
modems before you commit yourself to any specific type. Try to
select one with a built-ir firewall. It is also vital to find out if
technical support is charged as extra. Some ISPs can charge
as much as £1.50 per minute!

Installing a Broadband Modem
In what follows, we assume that you connected your modem to
your PC via the USB port, being the most common connection.

As most installations are Plug -and -Play, Windows XP
automatically detects the modem and the message 'Found
New Hardware' is displayed at the bottom right corner of your
screen. The Found New Hardware Wizard then starts wh ch

guides you through the installation procedure. The same
Wizard can be started manually, by clicking the Add
Hardware icon in Control Panel, shown here.A

Acid nardwre
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39 Using a Broadband Connection

If the modem is not recognised immediately by Windows, insert
the manufacturer's CD in the CD-ROM drive and make sure
the Wizard looks for the drivers on that drive. The next Wizard
screen should then notify you that the USE drivers have been
found and clicking Next proceeds with the transfer of the
drivers to your hard disc.

Optionally you can connect another computer using its
Ethernet port, before going on to configure your connection.

Configuring a Broadband Connection
In what follows, we assume that you have connected your
broadband modem to your computer via the USB port, and that

the required drivers for the modem for this type of
connection have been installed. Having done so, click
the Internet Options icon in Control Panel, shown
here, then click the Connections tac of the displayed
Internet Properties dialogue box to cpen the window in

Fig. 39.1.
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Fig 39.1 The Internet Connections Tab -sheet.

To set up a new
Internet connection,
click the Setup
buton which displays
the Welcome screen
of the New
Connection Wizard,
and follow the
instructions on the
screen.
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Saving Web Pictures

The following problem can arise if you are using Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6.0 Service Pack 1, with Microsoft Windows
XP Home Edition.

While browsing the Internet, you might find an image that
you would like to save a copy of, so you right -click it and select
the Save Picture As option from the drop -down menu, as
shown in Fig. 40.1.
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In the displayed Save Pictu-e
dialogue box, you may find
that you a -e unable to save
the file to its original filename
extension (such as GIF or
JPEG), and the only image
format offered is that of .brr p.
The reason for this might be:

(a) The Temporary Internet
cache on your PC is full. To
delete such temporary files,
use the start, Control Panel
menu command and click the
Internet Options
icon shown here. In
the General tab sheet
of the displayed
dialogue box click the Delete

Files button - see the previous chapter.

(b) You may have the opticn Do not save encrypted pages to
disk selected in the Advanced Tab sheet of the Internet
Options dialogue box under the Security section and are
loading the page over a secure connection (https).

9111
Intern
OpIons

40.1 The Save Picture As Option.
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40 Saving Web Pictures

To solve the problem, click
the Do not save
encrypted pages to disk
to remove the check mark,
then click the Apply button,
as shown in Fig. 40.2.

System and Explorer
Versions
To find out which Service
Pack of the Operating
System you are running,
use the start, Control
Panel menu command and
in the displayed window

double-click the
System icon shown here. This opens the System
Properties dialogue box and on the General tab

screen you will find information relating to your system, as
shown in Fig. 40.3.
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Fig. 40.2 The Advanced Tab Sheet of
the Internet Properties Screen.

Fig. 40.3 The System Properties
Screen.

To find oJt which version of
Internet explorer you are
using, activate the program
and use the Help, About
Internet Explorer menu
option to open the screen
shown in Fig. 40.4 below.
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Fig. 40.4 The About Internet
Explorer Screen.
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Saving a Desktop Image

Apart from cutting, copying and pasting operations in Windows
applications, you can also use the Clipboard to copy the
contents of an application's window, or to copy Windows
graphics images, so that you can transfer such information to
other applications. There are two ways of copying information:

Press the Print Screen key (usually found to the right
of the F12 function key) to copy onto the Clipboard the
contents of a whole Windows screen, even if that
screen is a DOS application.

Press the Alt+Print Screen key combination to copy
onto the Clipboard the contents of the current ope-.
window, or dialogue box.

To illustrate these teciniques follow :he step-by-step
instructions given below.

Copying a Full Windows Screen
Use the start, Control Panel menu command, then

Move the Control Panel displayed window next to the
Recycle Bin but without obscuring its icon on the
desktop.

Press the Print Screen key, then activate Paint usirg
the start, All Programs, Accessories, mer u

command, then select the Paint option,
shown here, and finally use the Edit, Paste
menu command on the displayed screen.

What now appears on the Paint screen, or something like it, is

shown in Fig. 41.1 on the next page.

V Pant
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41 Saving a Desktop Image

Fig. 41.1 The Contents of the Clipboard.

Copying the Contents of a Current Open Window
Open Control Panel, then

Press the Alt+Print Screen key, then activate Paint,
then use the Edit, Paste menu command. What is
displayed now is the current window only.

Copying a DOS Screen

Use the start, All Programs,
Accessories menu command, then

Click the Command Prompt
option on the cascade menu
shown in Fig. 41.2.

Start your DOS application, then
continue as above.

DOS applications can run in a window or
in full screen. You can switch from one to
the other by pressing Alt+Enter.
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Fig. 41.2 The
Accessories Menu.
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Using the On -Screen Keyboard

To activate the On -Screen Keyboard, use the start, Run menu
command, then type osk in the Open box of the Run box, as
shown in Fig. 42.1 below.
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Fig. 42.1 The Run Dialogue Box

were using the actual keyboard.

This displays the screen
shown in Fig. 42.2 below.
The virtual keyboard
allows users with either
mobility impairments, or
users of a tablet PC, to
type data using a pointing
device or joystick. The
result is exactly as if you

.? On Screen Keyboard
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Fig. 42.2 The On -Screen Virtual Keyboard

The On -Screen Keyboard has three typing modes you can use
to type data. These are:

Clicking mode - you click the on -screen keys to type text.

Hovering mode - you use a mouse or joystick to point to a key
for a predefined period of time, and the selected character is
typed automatically.
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42 Using the On -Screen Keyboard

Scanning mode - the On -screen keyboarc continually scans
the keyboard and highlights areas where you can type
keyboard characters by pressing a hot key or using a
switch -input device.

M1:4FleiP
Always on Top

se Use Ckk Sound

Typing Mode ...

Font ...

Fig. 42.3 The
Settings Menu of
the On -Screen

Keyboard.

The three typing modes are selected by
choosing the Settings Typing Mode menu
command, as shown it Fig. 42.3. This
opens the Typing Mode dialogue box
(Fig. 42.4) in which you click the option you
prefer and, if appropriate, the time interval
before the command is actioned.

Also, you can select from the Settings
menu to have the virtual keyboard appear

Always on Top of all other
windows displayed on your
screen, and select to Use
Click Sound which is useful
if you are using the
Hovering option of typing.
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Fig. 42.4 The Typing Mode of the
On -Screen Keyboard.

There are several types of On -Screen
Keyboards which are chosen from the
Keyboard menu (Fig. 42.5). These are the
Enhanced Keyboard that includes the
numeric keypad, and the Standard
Keyboard that does not include the
numeric keypad.

You can also display the keyboard with the keys in the
Regular Layout, or in a Block Layout (arranged in
rectangular blocks). Block layout is especially useful in
scanning mode. Finally, you can select to display the US
standard keyboard (101 keys), the universal keyboard (102
keys), or a Japanese characters keyboard (106 keys).

111111111111W Enhanced Keyboard

Standard Keyboard

 Regular LayotE

Block Layout

 101 keys
102 keys

106 keys

Settings Help

Fig. 42.5 The
Keyboard Menu of

the On -Screen
Keyboard.
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Using the Microsoft Magnifier

To activate the Microsoft Magnifier, use the start, Run meru
command, then type magnify in the Open box of the Run box,
as shown in Fig. 43.1 below.
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Fig. 43.1 The Run Dialogue BDX.
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 Do not shoo. Was message again

C -

The displayed Magnifier
screen is shown in
Fig. 43.2 below. The
display of the Microsoft
Magnifier message can be
prevented from displaying
by clicking the Do not
show this message again
box

Fig. 43.2 The Magnifier Screen.
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43 Using the Microsoft Magnifier

However, before closing this message, note that it is magnified
at the top of the screen, as shown in Fig. 43.2, because the
mouse pointer happens to be within the actual (lower)
message box.

In fact, wherever you move the mouse pointer, that part of
the screen is magnified in a window at the top of the screen.
The magnifying window can be made bigger in the usual way,
by dragging one side in the direction you want to increase its
size.
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After closing the Microsoft
Magnifier message box, the
Magnifier Settings dialogue box
becomes fully visible, as shown in
Fig. 43.3. From here you can set
the Magnification level from 1

(low) to 9 (high), and select
Tracking and Presentation
options. Clicking the Exit button
removes the Magnifier facility from
your screen.

Selecting Start Minimized
under Presentation, minimises the
Magnifier Settings box on the Task
bar next time you start the
Magnifier. To now exit the

Magnifier, click the Magnifier Settings entry on the Task bar
and remove the minimise option.

Fig. 43.3 The General Magni-
fier Settings Box.
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Controlling the Mouse

To adjust or troubleshoot your mouse, click the Mouse button,
shown here, in the Control Panel, to open the multi -
tab Mouse Prope-ties dialogue box shown in Fig. 44.1.

Mouse

Use the Buttons tab screen to switch
secondary buttons, depending on whether
left-handed, adjust the
amount of time
between clicks when
you double-click the
primary mouse button,
or lock the primary
button after a single
click, so that you can
select or drag items
without having to
continuously hold down
the mouse button. Click
again to release
ClickLock. To change
the time interval before
ClickLock takes effect,
click the Settings
button.

primary and
you are right- or

Fig. 44 .1 The Mouse Properties Screen.

Mouse Pointer Options
Use the Pointers tab screen to see the default set of pointers
used by the system to indicate what action is being carried out
at any given moment. You can even build your own set of
pointers by using the Browse button on the sheet to display
and choose from the alternative pointers held in the Cursors
folder.
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44 Controlling the Mouse
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Fig. 44.2 The Mouse Pointer Options Screen
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Fig. 44.3 The Mouse Properties Screen.

in Fig. 44.1 as already discussed. In
Properties dialogue box, there is even
practice double-clicking which displays
pointed to in Fig. 44.3.

The Pointer Options
tab screen (Fig. 44.2),
makes it easier to
work with the mouse.
For example, you can
adjust the distance
that the pointer moves
with respect to the
distance covered by
the mouse; you can
automatically make
the pointer snap to the
default button in a
dialogue box; you can
add a trail to the
mouse pointer to
make it more visible;
or you can show the
location of the mouse
pointer when you
press the Ctrl key.

If you are using a
laptop computer, you
will most likely be
using its touch pad. In
that case, clicking the
Mouse button on the
Control Panel,
displays the screen in
Fig. 44.3 in place of
the screen Fig. 44.1.

Most of the options on
this dialogue box are
self-explanatory and
similar to those shown
this particular Mouse
a test area for you to
the animated imagery
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Using the Address Book

The Address Book can be used not only with the Fax utility, but
also with Outlook Express (the E-mail utility that comes with
Windows XP). Although Fax numbers are straightforward to
deal with, e-mail addresses are often quite complicated and
not at all easy to remember. Windows provides an Address
Book in which Fax numbers, telephone numbers, and e-mail
addresses can be gathered together and used by its varioJs
communication utilities.

To access the Address Book, use the start, All Prograrrs,
Accessories menu command, and select t -e

Address Book cprion. In Fig. 45.1 below, we show
part of an example.

Address Booi, Noel

Fie Edit New Tods Help

New Properties Debt e Fad People Pert Acton

21 Shared Contorts
Maas "rte., ts,

3 terns

Type rime or select frorn

%rye End Address

_..-Ar,,reei Saban mr:t eeigtebend,o01,3 con

.xneug,pheoYv

Nor

New

New Folder

Fig. 45.1 The Address Book Screen.

Once in the Address Book, you can manua ly
add a person's details, Fax number and e-rr ail
address, in tne Properties box that opens when
you click the New toolbar icon and select New
Contact, as shown here. Selecting New Group

from this drop -down menu lets you create a grouping of e-mail
addresses, you can then sand a Fax or an e-mail to everycne
in the group with one operation.
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45 Using the Address Book

The New Contact button lets you add details for a new person
to the Address Book, and the Properties button lets you edit
an existing entry, as shown in Fig. 45.2 below.

Phil Oliver Properties ffirk
Summary Name Home Busness Personal Other NetMeeting IDs

aEnter home -related Information about this contact here.

Street Address:

ay:

State/Proynce:

Zip Code:

Country/Region:

 Default

Web Page: http://

View Map

Phone:

Pax:

Mabee:

01209 123456

OK

loo

Cancel

Fig. 45.2 A Recipient's Properties Sc-een.

The Home tab screen is used to enter the recipient's address,
telephone and Fax number. You can also enter similar
information for Businesses. Use the Name tab to enter the
name, title, and e-mail address for the recipient. Transferring
information about your contacts (at this stage, name, Fax
number, and e-mail address) will save you a lot of time in the
future. The rest of the information pertaining to an individual
can be entered later as it is needed, by editing an Address
Book entry.
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E-mail with Outlook Express

To use Outlook Express 6 (the e-mail and news fac lity
program) built into Windows XP, left -click the
menu option on the start menu, shown here.

The program should already have been added to your PC by
Setup. If you can't find it there, use the start, All Programs,
Outlook Express menu option. Some users might prefer to
have a shortcut to Outlook Express on their desktop (right -dick
it and use the Send To, Desktop command), while others
might prefer to have it p aced in the Quick Launch area of the
Task bar (drag it there). The choice is yours!

Clicking any of these actions opens Outlook Express and
displays the screen shown in Fig. 46.1 below.

ji Outlook Express
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1/1MY.ISTEMOSAMMIla..
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 gssoltairklesulasis-
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Fig. 46.1 The Outlook Express Openirg Screen.
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46 E-mail with Outlook Express

Obviously, to send and receive electronic mail over a modem,
you must make an arrangement with a commercial server.
Once you have registered with such a service, you will be
provided with all the necessary information to enter in the
Internet Connection Wizard, so that you can fully exploit all the
available facilities.

Connecting to your Server
To tell Outlook Express how to connect to your server's
facilities, you must complete your personal e-mail connection
details in the Internet Connection Wizard, which opens when
you first attempt to use the Read Mail facility pointed to in
Fig. 46.1.

If the Wizard does not open, or if you want to change your
connection details, use the Tools, Accounts menu command,
select the mail tab and click the Add button and select Mail, as
shown in the composite screen in Fig. 46.2 below.

Fig. 46.2 The Internet Accounts Options Screen of Outlook Express

Once your connection is established, you can click the Read
Mail coloured link, or the Inbox entry in the Folder List to read
your mail. Opening the Inbox for the first time, will probably
display a message from Microsoft, like that shown in Fig. 46.3
on the next page.
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Fig. 46.3 The InDox Outlook Express Screen.

This shows the default Outlook Express Main window layout,
which consists of a Folders List to the left with a Contacts list
(from the Address Book; below it, a Message List to the right
and a Preview Pane below that. The list under Folders
contains all the active mail folders, news servers and
newsgroups. Clicking on one of these displays its contents in
the Message List. Click ng on a message opens a Preview of
it, while double-clicking Dn a message opens the message in
its own window.

The Message List
When you select a folder, by clicking it in the Folders list, the
Message list shows the contents of that fclder. Brief details of
each message are displayed on one line, as shown in

Fig. 46.4.

From

L3 Noel frontons T mbno my first e-rnal

en hi
S/13./:004 11.16

or I )/21X4 1 3. 15

Fig. 46.4 Received Messages in Ascending Date Order.
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46 E-mail with Outlook Express

The first column shows the message priority, if any, the second
whether the message has an attachment, and the third
whether the message has been 'flagged'. All of these are
indicated by icons on the message line, a list of which is shown
in Fig. 46.5 below.

The Message Status Icons
The message status icons together with their meaning are
listed below.

This Indicates this
icon

The message has one or more files attached.

The message has been marked high priority by the sender.

The message has been marked low priority by the sender.

The message has been read. The message heading appears in light type.

The message has not been read. The message heading appears in bold type.

The message has been replied to.

The message has been forwarded.

The message is in progress in the Drafts folder.

The message is digitally signed and unopened.

The message is encrypted and unopened.

The message is digitally signed, encrypted and unopened.

The message is digitally signed and has been opened.

The message is encrypted and has been opened.

The message is digitally signed and encrypted, and has been opened.

The message has responses that are collapsed. Click the icon to show all the
responses (expand the conversation).
The message and all of its responses are expanded. Click the icon to hide all
the responses (collapse the conversation).
The unread message header is on an IMAP server.

n The opened message is marked for deletion on an IMAP server.

11' The message is flagged.

4 The IMAP message is marked to be downloaded.

The IMAP message and all conversations are marked to be downloaded.

The individual IMAP message (without conversations) is marked to be
downloaded.

Fig. 46.5. Table of Message Status Icons.

Of these, the most important, for most users, is the one that
indicates tnat the message has one or more files attached.
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Using E-mail Attachments

If you want to include an attachment to your main e-mail
message, you simply click the Attach toolbar button in the
New Message window, as shown in Fig. 47.1 below.

Mail with al'APhlitesit

Fla Edit View Insert Format tools Message Help

10 & A.7 fl 4! .
Send Attach PrIcrIty Otrine

4Ito: 7aiieresseitrryserrercnni

gaCc I

Subtect IE-rnal with attechrnert

Anal BID& Eta
This is a test to demonstrate e-mail attachments

Noel Kantans
ply-addressamyseryer corn

Fig. 47.1 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.

V

This opens the Insert Attachment dialogue box, shown in
Fig. 47.2 on the next page. for you to select the file, or files,
you want to go with your message.

In Outlook Express the attached files are placed below the
Subject text box. In Fig. 47.3, also displayer on the next page,
we show two attachments with their distinctive icons "hat tell
the recipient what each file is; a Word (.doc) document file and
a graphics (.jpg) file in this case.
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47 Using E-mail Attachments

Fig. 47.2 The Insert Attachment Dialogue Box.

R I mail with attachment
P_AC

He Edt new Insert Format Took Message tieb

Send
1! - -g

,

Check Staging AMA Prorty Sqr Enont

cp To: krw-addressernyserver. can

ie

CO Cc: I

Subject: IE and wth attachment

Attach: ail Add ess doc (23-e KB) tlAutunn '

This is a test to demonstrate e-mail attachments

Noel Kantans
rr_y ad dres s4mr server cons

Fig. 47.3 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.

I-. is only polite to include in your e-mail a short description of
what the attachments are, and which applications were used to
create them; it will help the recipient to decipher them.

Clicking the Send icon on the toolbar, shown here, puts
each e-mail (with its attachments, if any) in Outlook's
Outbox folder. Next time you click the Send/Recv

Send toolbar icon, Outlook Express connects to your ISP
(Internet Service Provider) and sends all the e -mails

stored in it.
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Using E-mail Attachments 47

Receiving E-mail Attachments
To demonstrate what happens when you receive an e-mail
with attachments, we have sent the above e-mail to ourselves,
then a minute or so late we received it back, as shown in
Fig. 47.4 below. This is a good way of testing your e-mail
settings.

Fig. 47 4 A Received E-mail with Attachments.

a wolsrg cffar

Note that the received e-mail shows
the graphics (.jpg) file open at the
bottom of the Preview pane, but
there is no indication of any other
attachments. To find out how many
attachments were included with the
received e-mail, left -click the Attach
(paper clip) icon pointed to in

Fig. 47.5 to display all of them.

Fig. 47.5 E-mail Atta:hments.
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47 Using E-mail Attachments

Left -clicking a graphics
(.jpg) file opens it in the
Photo Editor, while left -
clicking the document file
opens the Warning box
shown in Fig. 47.6. Each
attached file can be
opened in situ or saved to
disc by selecting Open it
or Save it to disk.
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burrs Nes can tont...ass or other.se be turrnhl to
rots smote' Its mortar/ to be certain that ths ti s
Pus a trustworthy sane

Whet would you Ike to lo with this fief

C OW It
S'Sere I to otek

Alsveys ask before ca.'s; the type of fie

Cam

Attachments and Security
Most viruses are usually

Fig. 47.6 The Open Attachment
Warnirg Window.

associated

Folder Options

Genoa 'hew Fee Types °Pine Fie:

Folder news

You can apply the new (such as Details a T iesl that
you are ussng to Mot lona to al !ciders

[ Apply to Al Folders Reset AI Folders

Advanced :ergs

 Display the lull path n the tile bag
n Do not cache thumbnails

Hviden lies and fonds

0 Do not show hidden lies and loldets
0 Show Fiddle lies aid folders

de protected °waft syslere MOS IR ecommended)
rD Launch loldet windows in a sepwate process
ligrri Dementia each bidet's yew settings

D Reston previous fold., ray:lows at boon
Ej Show Control Panel n My Cornputet

73'1 Show encrypted a compressed N T FS Nes n cola

OF

Restote Delault.

[ CancelJ I Apply

Fig 47.7 Making Visible the Extensions of Known
File Types.

check mark from
the Hide extensions of known file types box, pointed to in
Fig. 47.7 with its View tab selected.

with attachments.
Therefore, the first
golden rule is
"never open an
attachment unless
you know the
sender". The
second rule is to
switch on the
extensions of
known file types
so you can see
the true extension
of attachments.
-o do this, use My
Computer, select
Tools. Folder
Options on the
menu bar of the
displayed window,
click the View tab,
and remove the
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Controlling E-mail Connection

If you have a modem connection to the Internet, it can De
annoying when Outlook Express goes into dial -up mode when
you start the program. To change the program settings, start
the program, then open the Tools, Options, Connection
tabbed sheet, shown in F.g 48.1 below.

General Read Recaps Send Compose Sgretues

Speiing Secuoy Connection Maintenance

Dbl ,p

1[1] Ask berme switchrg dal -up corrections

Hang w after sendrg and recentrg

Internet Correction Seems
Outlook ExPess shares you Internet Correction settings wth Internet

Cbck the Charge button to modify these settngs I Charge

OK Cancel

Fig 48.1 The Options Connection Dialogue Box.

This gives you some control of what happens when you open
Outlook Express, depending on your cornection settings for
Internet Explorer. To look at these settings, click the Change
button which displays tt.e dialogue box in Fig. 48.2 showr on
the next page.
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48 Controlling E-mail Connection

Internet Properties Ic?-1R-1

General Security Privacy Conies Comechons Programs Advanced

To set i v en Internet comection, dick
Setup.

Dial -up and Vi ud Private Network settrigs

Choose Settings 1 you need to configure a proxy
server for a cornett -ion

Setup

vrai wlvAiever a .Iptwork connection riot pee.:ent

Alvrosri dial coy dela,* connectOri

Local Area Network ILAN) settings

LAN Settogs do not apply to dial -up connections.
Choose Settings above for dial-Ln settings.

cel Derma::..

LAN Settings

OK Cancel

Fig. 48.2 The Internet Properties DialoQue Box

Next, select the Never dial a connection cption so that you
only `go on line' (as long as you have not chosen to Work

Offline from the File menu optior), when you click
the Send/Recv toolbar icon shown here. If you haveSe* IIPe. 

more than one Internet connection, the down arrow
to the right of the icon lets you select which one to use.

If, on the other hand, you have a permanent Internet
connection, like broadband, you might like to deselect the
Never dial a connection option.
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Using Phone & Modem Options

LP
P1/4 ard

Mean. Opbans

Double-clicking the Phone and Modem Options iccn
in the Control Panel, shown here, displays tre
three -tab screen shown in Fig. 49.1 below.

Phone and Modem Oplais

Dtainq Rules Modems Advanced

The list below depisys the locabons you have spected Select the
location from vevce you are chaina

Locattons

Locabon

0
Aron Code

WTH 01209

1

New Eck

I OK l I Centel

Fig. 49.1 The Phoie and Modem Options Screen.

Use these tabbed sheets to add new dialling locations to your
computer, or edit existing dialling locations; install a new
modem or display and change information about a selected
modem; display or configure installed telephony providers on
your computer, add to the list, or remove from the list.

Before using your modem, check to ensure it is configured
correctly. To do this, click the Modems tab (Fig. 49.1) then in
the displayed dialogue box, shown in Fig. 49.2 on the next
page, click the Properties button, which opens the Propert es
dialogue box for the installed modem.
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Fig. 49.2 The Modems Tab Screen of the
Phone and Modem Options Screen.

Next select the
Diagnostics tab and
click the Query Modem
button, as shown in
Fig. 49.3 below in
which we show the
action to be taken and
the result of this action.

If under 'Response' it
displays the word
'success' your modem
is working fine.

56K MIK Modem Properties

Drrver

G enerat

Resources

Modem

Power Management

D,agnostles Advanced

Feld Value

Hardware ID PCI WE N_1039&D EV_701 UBSYS_42011

Command Response

AT 00V1E 0 Success
AT ..-GMM 56K MDC Modem

Ver3 00 04E
AT .FCUaS S.? 0.1.8

I. oggtng

 Append to Log

V

Query Modem

View log

OK Cancel j

Fig. 49.3 Performing a Diagnostic Test on your Modem.
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Controlling E-mail Sources

The Blocked Senders List
With Outlook Express there is a very easy way to preve-t
messages from a problem source ever disturbing you agaiT.
When you first receive a problem message, select it in tl-.e

Messages List and actior tne Message, Block Sender menu
command, as we did in the example in Fig. 53.1 below.

1111E1111111=11111111111111111111110111=111

11* fr "4
Create Mal Re* Pxx* N FOnnEd

X
SendEitent Adelman f-nd

Inbov
fakirs X r Won Subled

Ostloce Express bstrinte.conl tripnt Ides ard* Wes-lad
it?

Ostf

se -4

oem

di) cod
(CI Amu

41)
l.weeklyneves lesonnute cm Nos been died to yose Mocked settlers be. Sutereerent mesuges from the

sender od be docked.

would sop e to remove el mount's from des fender from the current folder nom'

Fig. 50.1 Blocking Messages from a Single Source

This can be a very powerful tool, but be careful not to block
messages that you really would rather have received!

The Message, Create Rule from Message menu comma -d
is a quick way to start the New Rule process, as the details of
the currently selected message are automatically placed in tie
New Mail Rule box for you, as shown in Fig. 50.2 overleaf.

People that send mass junk mailings often buy lists of e-mail
addresses and once you are on a list you can be sure that your
mailbox will never be empty again! With these tools at your
disposal you should only ever receive 'junk mail' once f-om any
particular source.
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trt

Seed your Concibone end Actions fee. then specly the values n the Desorption

1 Select the Condtions for your rule

Where the From toe contains people

CI 'Mere the St.Oed fine contains speak words

CI Where the message body contans speofic words

0 Where the To Ire contains people

2 Select the Adam for yas rule

El Move it to the specified folder

0 Copy t to the specified folder

 Delete it
0 Fawcett t to people

3 Rile Description (dick on an undo teed value to edt t

Apply this r* after the message arnves
Where the From line contains lastrninute. corn'

4 Name of the rule

New Mail Rule 01

OK Cancel

Fig. 50.2 Creating Message Rules, B DX 1.

Using Message Rules
If you receive junk mail and you want to be in control, use the
Message Rules menu option to filter your incoming messages.
Unwanted ones can be placed in your Deleted Items folder
straight away. It can also be useful for sorting incoming
messages and automatically directing them to their correct
folders.

To open this feature, which is shown in Fig. 50.3 on the next
page, use the Tools, Message Rules, Mail menu command
and select the criteria you want your incoming messages to be
processed by.
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New Mail Rule

Select your Conditions and Actions first then specify the values n the Desabbon

1 Select the Condbons to you rule

0 Where the From line contains pe bie

2 Where the Subiect Iry contains ;pectic words

0 Where the message body contains specific wads

0 Whe e the To line contains people

Z Select the Actions for you tufa

O Move it to the specified tor*,
 Copy II to the specited solder

 Forward R to people

3 Rule Description (click on an tridetinerl value to eat tj

A

Apply the rule after the message e'uv
where the Subiect ine contam son ds

Delete It

Named the rule

New Ala Rule ttl

OK [ Cancel

Fig. 50.3 Creating Message Rules. Box 2

In the first box, shown in Fig. 50.3, you select the conditions for
the new rule. In box 2 you control what actions are taken, a'id
the new rule itself is automatically 'built' for you in box 3. If you
use this feature much you will probably want to name each of
your rules in box 4.

In Fig. 50.4, shown or. the next page, we have set to
intercept and delete messages which contain certain words in
their Subject Lines. To complete the rule we clicked on the
'contains specific words' link and filled in the following dialocue
box, clicking the Add button after each phrase.
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Type Specific Words

Type is:engin words or a phrase. and dick Add

special otlef

Wald'
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'sex'

of lot sold

OK
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( Cancel j

Fig. 50.4 Entering Words to Act Upon.

When finished clicking on OK twice opens the Message Rules
dialogue box shown in Fig. 50.5 below.

Mai Rules I Newt Rule, I elockird Senders I

These Ain w a be aopted to Mai mene:Ws

F! 1.1e Ti

ficAsOrreananon(ofick on at undeibted value to edit Of

MD*
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Bement

gpoy Now

Apply thin rub alto the message ,rues
-Where the Subtest hne contains 'see' 01 To. sae' soex ml otter'

Delete it

OK itCancel I

Fig 50.5 The Message Rules Bo)

In this box you can set multiple rules for incoming messages
and control the sort priority for the list. The higher up a multiple
list a condition is the higher will be its priority. If an incoming
message matches more than one rule, then it is sorted
according to the first rule it matches in your list.
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Sending Video Clips via E-mail

Some digital cameras have the facility of recording short video
clips of 15-30 seconds duration in audio video interleaved
(.avi) format - it interleaves waveform audio and digital video.
These can be viewed on your PC's Media Player, but can be
rather large (2.5-4.5 MB) in size to send as an e-mail
attachment to friends or relatives. Such files cannot be shrunk
in the way scanned or digital camera pictures can, but there is
a way of dealing with the problem.

To shrink such an and o video file, use start, All Programs,
Accessories, and select the Windows Movie Maker option
from the displayed cascade menu. The program is loaded and
displays on your screen as shown in Fig. 51.1.

Fig. 51.- The Movie Maker Screen.
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51 Sending Video Clips via E-mail

Note: The various screens in this chapter might be different
from yours, unless you have also installed Windows Service
Pack 2. Nevertheless, this is not crucial, as the principle is the
same.

Next, click the Import Video link under the Movie Tasks list to
open the Import File dialogue box, then navigate to the video
you want to send as an e-mail attachment, select it, and click
the Import button. The screen will now look similar to the one
in Fig. 51.2 below.
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Fig. 51.2 Imported File into Movie Maker.

Next, drag the frames of your video to the Storyboard (the film
strip at the bottom of the screen) to begin making a movie (you
could use the Edit Movie option and loo< up the Movie
Making Tips on the left pane if you want to add special effects,
although you don't have to), and when ready, click the
down-arrow against the Finish Movie entry to display available
options, as shown in Fig. 51.3 on the next page.
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Sending Video Clips via E-mail 51

Fig. 51.3 Dragging the Clip onto the Movie Maker strip.

Next, click the Send in e-mail link pointed to in the screen
above. This starts the Save Movie Wizard which shrinks the
video clip, as shown in Fig. 51.4, ready for attaching it to an
e-mail. If you have not installed SP2, save the shrunk video on
your PC, then attach it to an e-mail in the usual way.

Swing lamas
You none  bong semd Mew ear none hoe been saved ml be %Ms to send ea
an sAtactmer1 rs temome

10 Secede Reoralrang

Mom tie mina

Mort

S7 %

Cancel

Fig. 51.4 The First Save Movie Wizard Screen.
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51 Sending Video Clips via E-mail

The second Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 51.5, gives you the
opportunity to either Play ... the shrunk version of the video, or
Save a copy ... of it on your PC.

Lave Movie Mies, d

Ready to Send By E
Your movie was created arceesstuly To send your move ri an eased message by
..,sing you default noel progam ctck Ned

Optenah

NRY_RICIPPVtd

Says a cool, of my more on rev cOrnaiter.

To send you movie as an attschnent n an e message, didi Newt.

Fig. 51.5 The Second Save Wizard Screen.

To see the quality of the shrunk movie, you could choose the
Play the movie option, otherwise click the Next button to open
the Outlook Express e-mail box with the movie clip ready
attached, as shown in Fig. 51.6 below. All you have to do is
add a short message and send it on its way.

Untitled Message (Rich Text)

Elk Olt Ow
Send 14 -9

Inert Filvisat Doh esdene ideas

1 4 T. °owe_

A $ 1. M 1F .4 4;

TIIN armless Monet been sent.

To..

cc.. I

SAJDIKt UntOrd

Mow Mir

ttadigent at,

Fig. 51.6 The E-mail Window with a Movie Attachment.

Note that in this case, the video clip was shrunk from its
original size of 6.74 MB to a mere 1 MB.
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Creating a New User Account

If more than one person is to use your computer, then you may
want to create an account for each person. Windows XP allows
each user on your compute- the means of customising their
account to their own requirements. For example, they can
customise their desktop, and they can customise the way
windows display on screen.

Each user also benefits from having their own documents
folder so their personal files are kept separate from those of
other users, they have separate Internet settings, separate
favourites and separate e-mail folders. Individual users can
also password protect their accounts so everyone can feel safe
in the knowledge that thei- ndividualised settings will not be
changed by accident or intent. Most definitely, the computer
administrators should password protect their accounts.

To create a new user account do the following:

Log on as the administrator, then use the start, Control
Panel menu command and double-click the User
Accounts icon. In the displayed w ndow, shown in
Fig. 52.1 on the next page, click the Create a new
account link under :he Pick a task entry.

In the displayed 'Name the new account' window,
shown in Fig. 52.2 a so on the next page, type in the
name of the new account holder and click the Next
button.

If the person in question is too young, it might be a
good idea to select Limited as the account type, on the
next screen, and click the Create Account buttor.
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User Accounts 116 %

Itet

eon About
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.set accart hoes

amAttAng users
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Fig. 52.1 Creating a New Account.
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Fig. 52.2 Naming a New Account.

On the next displayed window, shown in Fig. 52.3 on
the next page, click on the newly created account under
the or pick an account to change.
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Fig. 52.3 Picking an Account to Chance

On the displayed 'What do you want to change' window
shown in Fig. 52.4 below, click the Change the picture
link (pointed to).

I het Account.

146 0 se

PrInArd TANA*

Cringe won."
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What do you want to change about Emma's
account?
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Fig. 52.4 Changing an Account Picture.
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52 Creating a New User Account

In the displayed 'Pick a picture' window, shown in
Fig. 52.5 below, select an appropriate picture and click
the Change Picture button.

Iher Account,

brie.* Ph .

Isen,Miest

lies.. cos 0,:e.e.

tv-

Pick a new picture for Emma's account
Ps We. re.,,SeOeend Wpm on es wee.sol I., sm.

Worm for  -
 gess tr. sm. I

Fig. 52.5 Selecting an Account Picture

Next, the window of Fig. 52.4 is displayed once more
where you can Create a password or click the Home
Toolbar button to return to the 'Welcome screen' shown
in Fig. 52.6 below.

A,, ounla f_ IblRi
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Fig. 52.6 The New Welcome Screen.
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Switching User Accounts

In Windows XP there are two simple ways of switching users
without having to restart the computer. However, if you are
using Offline Files, you can only switch users by using the
start, Log Off command and restarting the computer.

To use Fast Switching, you will have to disable the Offline
Files option as follows: Log on as the administrator, then use
the start, Control Panel menu command and in the displayed
User Accounts screen, shown in Fig. 53.1. click the Change
the way users log on or off link (pointed tc) under the Pick a
task entry.

User Accounts

teen About a thew la "sant s

Pick a task...

or pick an account to change

means
>go'rir

Fig 53.1 Changing the Way Users Log On or Off.

On the displayed Offline Files Settings dialogue box, remove
the check mark from the Enable Offline Files box, then click
the Apply button followed by the OK button.
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53 Switching User Accounts

On the next window, shown in Fig. 53.2, select the Use fast
user switching option and click the Apply Options button.
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Fig. 53.2 Selecting Log On and Log Off Options

Now using the start, Log Off command displays the box
shown in Fig. 53.3 below. Clicking the Switch User option

displays the Welcome screen shown
in Fig. 53.4, showing all the users of
the computer so that you can select
one.

F g. 53.3 The Log Off
Windows box.

A faster method of getting to the
Welcome screen is by pressing the
Windows logo (.A) and L keys
together.

Cr r

Windows

Fig. 53.4 The Windows Welcome Screen.
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Activating the Guest Account

To provide limited computer access to guests to your home,
who might require to look at and process their e-mail, for
example, you need to activate the Guest account. To do so, Icrg
on as the computer administrator, and then on the User
Accounts window click the Guest icon as shown in Fig. 54.1.

QUIN! 0.41/"...

FoT:Ninot die Iks. ,scr: ,e ,te

or pick an account to change

Fig. 54.1 Activating the Guest Account.

This opens the screen, shown in Fig. 54.2 on the next page, in
which you click the Turn On the Guest Account button.

As with other users of this computer, a Guest account needs
information about the person's e-mail provider, as discussed
previously. An alternative option would be for the guest to L se
the Microsoft Hotmail facility, but to do so they must be online.
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Fig. 54.2 Turning on the Guest Account.

Whichever e-mail facility you choose, as a Guest user you
cannot connect to the Internet - they must get another user of
this computer to first connect to the Internet before they can
proceed. The same applies to disconnecting from the Internet
after use.

To use Microsoft Hotmail, start Internet Explorer and type
www.hotmail.com in the address box. This displays the screen
in Fig. 54.3 in which you can either sign up for a free e-mail
acccunt (it must be activated within 10 days) or sign -in, if you
already have an account established.

Fig. 54.3 The MSN Hotmail Sign -in Screen.
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Increasing Computer Security

You can increase your computer's security by first disabling
fast switching between users. To do so, log on as the
computer's administrator, log off all other users by switching to
their account and using the start, Log Off command, then do
the following:

Use the start, Control Panel menu command and click
the User Accounts button. On the displayed screen
click the Change the way users log on or off link.

In the displayed 'Select logon and logoff options'
screen, shown in Fig. 55.1, click tie Logon opticns
link under the Learn About entry on the left panel of
the screen.
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Fig. 55.1 Selecting Log On and Log Off Options.
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55 Increasing Computer Security

The displayed screen, shown in Fig. 55.2 below,
contains information on what happens when either or
both of the check marks in Fig. 55.1 are removed.
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Fig. 55.2 The Learn About
Log -on Options Screen.

Obviously, disabling the
Fast User Switching
option adds a bit more
security to the system,
but it still retains the
friendly way of logging in,
as it allows you to click
your name on the
Welcome screen and
type a password, if you
have one, to log on.

However, if Fast User
Switching is disabled,
using the Windows
Logo (' ) and L keys
together, locks the
computer and only the
administrator of the PC
can unlock it. Also the
Guest user is barred from

browsing the Web or using any e-mail facility, because when a
user who has access to the Internet logs off, the connection is
shut down automatically.

If now, in addition to disabling the Fast User Switching
option, you also disable the Welcome screen option, you
increase security even more as you eliminate the possibility of
a Trojan horse (a rogue program that collects information from
your computer) disguising itself as a system log -on and
retrieving user names and passwords that the writers of the
Trojan horse can later use to break into your system when you
are connected to the Internet.

In other words, increasing security decreases convenience
of use of your computer, and vice versa. The choice is yours to
make!
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Paging File Security

When you try to run a prog-am that is stored in a file, it is first
copied into memory so that the CPU (Central Processing Unit)
can execute the instruct o's it contains - it cannot be run
directly from within the file it is stored in. Also data being
processed by such a prog-am must also reside in memory.

If a program uses up all the available memory (RAM) of your
computer, portions of the program that are in memory, tut
have not been used recently are copied by Windows XP into a
special file called pagefile.sys, known as the 'paging file'. Th s
is the same as the 'swap file' in earlier versicns of Windows.

Examination of this file with a disc editor can reveal to an
unauthorised person the data you have been working with. If
this is unacceptable for security reasons, then you can use a
Windows option to wipe dean the paging file on shuttirg down
the system. To do this, use the start, Run command, and n
the displayed Run window type gpedit.msc, and click OK. This
opens the Group Policy dialogue box shown in Fig. 56.1.
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Fig. 56.1 The Group Policy Dialogue Box.
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56 Paging File Security

Next, expand the Windows Settings entry on the left pane, by
clicking the + sign against its name, followed by the Security
Settings, and the Local Policies entries Finally, click the
Security Options entry to display a large list on the right pane
and scroll down to Shutdown: Clear virtual memory pagefile
pointed to in Fig. 56.2.
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Fig. 56.2 The Security Options of the Group Policy Dialogue Box.

Double-clicking this entry, displays the screen in Fig. 56.3, in
which you can change its Security Setting to Enabled.

Shutdown. Cbar vettual memo, y Drvelile N ol.ntfes fFII,R.
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Fig. 56.3 The Pagefile Properties Box.

When this policy is
enabled, it causes the
system pagefile to be
cleared when you shut
down your PC. If you
enable this security option,
the hibernation file
(hiberfil.sys) is also
zeroed out when
hibernation is disabled on a
portable computer system.
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Sharing Files & Folders

To share files and folders with other users of the same
computer, first locate the fi es or folder you want to share (ours
is a sub -folder in My
Documents folder),
select it and drag it to the
Shared Documents link
in Other Places. The file
or folder will then be
moved from its present
position to within the
Shared Documents
folder.

If you want to make a
copy of the file or folder
rather than move it, hold
down the Ctrl key while
dragging. You will be able
to tell that the intended move will copy the file or folder by the
display of the small plus (-) sign next to the mouse pointer, as
shown in Fig. 57.1. When you release the mouse buttoi a
small dialogue box appears at the top -left of your screen, as

shown here. To start the ccpying process, iou
must click
the Copy

Here entry which then
displays the copying box
shown in Fig. 57.2.
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Fig. 57.1 Drag -copying a Folder.
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Fig. 57.2 The Copying Information Box.
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57 Sharing Files & Folders

To move or copy a file into the Shared Documents folder,
select the file and click either the Move this file or the Copy

this file link (Fig. 57.3).
This opens the Move
Items (or Copy Items)
screen it which you select
into whic-i sub -folder in the
Shared Documents folder
you want to move or copy
your selected file.

It is a good idea to
always move or copy an
item into a meaningful
sub -folder rather than
moving or copying files
into the main Shared
Documents folder. If such
a sub -folder does not
exist, create it by using the
Make New Folder button,
while the Shared
Documents folder is
selected. The created
folder will always be
created within the folder
you highlight in the Move
or Copy dialogue box. To
complete the Move or

make New Pokier Move ( Crecel

Copy command, select the
sub-folde- into which you
want to p ace your file and
click the Move (or Copy)

button on the dialogue box in Fig. 57.4. As you can also see,
the two folders, Shared Music, and Shared Pictures were
created by Windows XP during installation for your
convenience.
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Fig. 57.3 The Internet Programs Screen.
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Fig 57 4 The Move Items Screen

If you now use My Computer and open the Shared
Documents folder, you will find the file you chose to share
inside the newly created sub -folder.
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FTP Files & Folders

You can use this option or the start menu to gain access to
and get information on files and folders on other computers on
a network or send files and folders to a Web site using F-P
(File Transfer Protocol).

To begin the process, use the start, My Network Places
menu command which displays the screen in Fig. 58.1 below.

Fig. 58.1 The My Network Places Screen.

Next, click the Add a network place link under Network
Tasks to start the Add Network Place Wizard, which he ps
you sign up for a service that offers online storage space, such
as your Web site host.

On the second Wizard screen, click the Next button to
display the third Wizard screen shown in Fig. 58.2 on the next
page.
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58 FTP Files & Folders

On this screen, type in the Internet or network address.
Examples are displayed on the Wizard screen, as shown
below, by clicking the appropriate link.

Add Network Place Wizard

What is the address of this network place?

Type the address of the Web site, FTP ste, or network button that Ites shcitcJt en open

!Me net or nolvocok address

Examples:
\\server \share (shared foldw)
http:llwebserverishare (web Share)
ftp:ifftp.mtcrosoft.com (FTP ste)

8 owse I

Back Cancel

Fig. 58.2 The Third Add Network Place Wizard Screen.

What you type in the Internet or network address text box for
uploading files using FTP should have bees given to you by
your Web site host. If it is a network address you are entering,
then look at the examples above, or consult your network
administrator.

On the fourth Wizard screen, you are asked whether you
want to log on anonymously or provide a user name. To have
full access to your Web site you should choose the latter option
and provide the user name given to you by your Web site host,
as shown in Fig. 58.3 on the next page
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Add Network Place Wizai d

liar Name and Password
Some Wes rearm you to specify a password and user name

Moe FTP servers slow uses to log ern anowrrourdy wet, need access to the server Do you wart lo log on

anonymously?

L. Log on anonyrnously

User narne 611766521

You w/ be trampled for yar password when you corned to the FTP server

c Back Nr-e-est Cancel

Fig. 58.3 The fourth Add Network Place Wizard Screen.

On the fifth Wizard screen, you are asked to provide a suitable
name for the connection which will appear in My Network
Places, and can be anything you like. After -.yping it in, click the
Next button to take you to the final Wizard screen, shown in
Fig. 58.4 below, in which you are asked to type in your
password.

Fig 58 4 The Log On As Wizard Screen.
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In future, when you want to connect to the network place, use
the start, My Network Places menu command and
double-click the required entry. Alternatively, you could place a
shortcut on your desktop by right -clicking the entry and
selecting the SendTo option from the drop -down menu, as
shown in Fig. 58.5.
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Fig. 58.5 The My Network Places Screen.

You could also drag the file to the desktop with the right button
depressed, then on releasing the button, select the Copy here
option from the displayed options.
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Using the Command Prompt

If you are an experienced PC user, you may well prefer to do
much of your specialised work by entering instructions in the
Command window. Windows XP still lets you do this.

To display the Command Prompt window, click start,
All Programs, Accessories and select the Command
Prompt option from the cascade menu. This opens the
window in Fig. 59.1 below.

Fig 59 1 The Command Prompt Wirdow

If you use this method of working often, you might find it more
convenient to place a shortcut to the Command Prompt icon
on your desktop. To do this, right -click its entry on the cascade
menu, then select Send To, Desktop from the displayed
drop -down menu.

Note the absence of the toolbar on the above window from
that of previous versions of Windows. However, most of the
commands that were provided by such a toolbar can be carried
out from the command menu.
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59 Using the Command Prompt

Fig

To illustrate this, let us charge the appearance
of the Command Prompt screen so that you
can display, say, black lettering on a white
background. To do this, click on the Command
button (to be found at the upper left corner of
the window) which displays the drop -down
menu shown in Fig. 59.2 to the left. Next,
select the Properties menu option which
displays the dialogue box in Fig. 59.3.

59.2 The Command Shortcut Menu.
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Fig. 59.3 The Properties Dialogue Box.

Here we show the
Colors tab sheet in
which we made the
following selections:

Screen Text: Black
Screen Background: White
Popup Text: Blue
Popup Background: Grey.

In the Options tab sheet,
you can select the
Cursor Size, Display
Optiors (window or full
screen), Command
History, and Edit
Options. In the Font tab
sheet you can select
Font Size and Font
Style. In the Layout tab

sheet you can select Screen Buffer Size, Window Size, and
Window Position. Pressing the OK button, displays an
additional dialogue box, asking you to select between 'Apply
properties to current window only', or 'Modify shortcut that
started this window'. Choosing the latter will make your
selections default for all sessions of the Command Prompt.

In Windows XP you use DOS commands in the Command
Prompt window. To illustrate the point, type dir and press the
Enter key. What is displayed is shown at the top half of the
screen in Fig. 59.4 on the next page.
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014.x.ft xf x,xia.
C) Copyright 1985-2891 Microsoft Corp.

:\Documents and SettingsNoel Kentaris>dir
Volume in drive E has no label.
Union. Serial Number is 2378-15D2

Directory of E:Documents and Settings\Moel Kantaris

11

/1S 2881 11:54 (DIR)
/1111/21161 11:54 (DIR)
/18/2811 11:28 (DIR> Start Menu
/181/21981 11:54 (019> My Documents
Aansei 11:54 <DIR> Favorites
/18,9881 11.28 <DIR>

it.t3rg3,111/2111111 14:17 )

8 Pile(s) 8 bytes
7 Dir(s) 2,327,799.568 bytes free

11E.Documents end SettingsMbel Kentarie>_

Fig. 59.4 The Structure of the Disc Holding Windows XP

This, of course, is a typical DOS screen. -o prove the point,
type dir /w and press the Enter key. In fact with Windows XP,
the facility of using DOS commands in the Command Prompt
window is mainly provided for backward compatibility and,
therefore, if you want to adopt this method of working, we
assume that you must be familiar with DOS commands,
switches, filters, and batch files. Such files are most likely to be
written by the System Administrator, to perhaps advertise to
the network users, rules, events, or new packages.

All the available DOS commands are shown in Fig. 59.6,
and can be displayed in the Command Prompt window by
typing help followed by Enter. Information on individual
commands can be displayed by either typing help
command_name, or typing command_name /?. Either will
produce an extensive list of command switches with
explanation, as shown in Fig. 59.5.

Commend Prompt _To

r.Abocummts and fettings34;WY -RantarisSc 00000 t /

Converts PAT volumes to MPS.

COMUFAT volume /FS.HIFS 1/111 t/CwtArea:filenamel 1/MoSecurityl 1/81

volume Specifies the drive letter (followed by  colon),
mount point, or volume name.

/FS:14IPS Specifies that the volume is to be conuertee to MIPS.
Specifies that Convert should be run in verbose mode.

/CutAre,f1lename
Specif lee

:old:irin:°4441:y!Zelh711=c directory Co
be

the place
MoSecurity Specifies the converted files and directories security

settings to be accessible byeveryone.
Af Forces the volume to dismount first if necessary.

All opened handles to the unloose would then be invalid.

:\Documents and SettingsMoel Mantaris>

Fig. 59.5 Gettitc Help with DOS Commands.
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59 Using the Command Prompt

Command Prompt

:\Documents and Settings\Noel Kantaris)help
or more information on a specific command, type HELP command -name
SSOC Displays or modifies file extension associations.

AT Schedules commands and programs to run on a computer.
ATTRIB Displays or changes file attribute.
FREAK Sets or clears extended CTRLC checking.
CACLS Displays or modifies access control lists <ACLs) of files.
CALL Calls one batch program from another.
CD Displays the name o orchanges thecurrentdirectory.
CHCP Displays or ets the active code page number.
tHDIR Displays then name of or changes the current directory.
raimpsx Checks a disk and displays a status report.
ICH/MPS Displays or modifies the checking of disk at boot time.
CLS Clears the screen.
CMD Starts a new instance of the Windows command interpreter.
COLOR Sets the default console foreground and background colors.
COMP Compares the contents of two files or sets of files.
COMPACT Displays or alters the compression of files on NIPS partitions.
CONUERT Converts PAT volumes to NIPS. You cannot convert the

current drive.
COPY Copies one or more files to another location.

TE Displays or sets the date.
EL Deletes one or more files.
IR Displays a list of files and subdirectories in a directory.
ISKCOMP Compares the contents of two floppy disks.
ISKCOPY Copies the contents of one floppy disk to another.
DDKEY Edits command lines, recalls Windows commands. and creates macros.
O Displays messages, or turns command echoing on 3r off.
LOCAL Ends localization of environment changes in a batch file.

ERASE Deletes one or more files.
EXIT Quits the CMD.EXE program (command interpreter).
PC Compares two files or sets of files, and displays the differences

between them.
FIND Searches for a text string in a file or files.
INDSTR Searches for strings in files.
R Runs a specified command for each file in a set of files.
RMAT Formats a disk for use with Windows.
YPE Displays or modifies file types used in file extension associations.

COTO Directs the Windows command interpreter to a labeled line in a
batch program.

CRAFTABL Enables Windows to display an extended character set in graphics
mode.

HELP Provides Help information for Windows commands.
IP Performs conditional processing in batch programs.

D
LABEL Creates, changes, or deletes the volume label of a disk.
D Creates a directory.
KDIR Creates a directory.
DE Configures a system device.
RE Displays output one screen at a time.
E Moues one or more files from one directory to arother directory.

PATH Displays or sets a search path for executable files.
PAUSE Suspends processing of a batch file and displays a message.
POPD Restores the previous value of the current directory saved by PUSHD.
PRINT Prints a text file.
PROMPT Changes the Windows command prompt.

EPUSHD Saves the current directory then changes it.

D

Removes a directory.
ECOUER Recovers readable information from a bad or defective disk.
EM Records comments (remarks) in batch files or COHPIC.SYS.

WREN Renames a file or files.
!RENAME Renames a file or files.
EIEIPLACE Replaces files.
D1R Removes a directory.

ET Displays, sets. or removes Windows environment variables.
CEILOCAL Begins localization of environment changes in a batch file.
CHIPT Shifts the position of replaceable parameters in batch files.
SORT Sorts input.
START Starts a separate window to run a specified program or command.
CUBST Associates a path with a drive letter.
TIME Displays or sets the system time.
TITLE Sets the window title for a CMD.ERE session.
TREE Graphically displays the directory structure of a drive or path.
TYPE Displays the contents of a text file.
OFR Displays the Windows version.
UERIPY Tells Windows whether to verify that your files are written

correctly to a disk.
VOL Displays a disk volume label and serial number.
MCOPY Copies files and directory trees.

IE:\Documente and Settings\Noel Kantaris)

Fig. 59.6 The Available DOS Commands.
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Assigning Keyboard Shortcuts
to Programs

Sometimes it is much easier to assign a keyboard shortcut to a
Windows application and start the program with the shortcu:,
than it is to navigate throuch the cascade start menu. As al
example we will use tl-e Command Prompt application,
although one could apply the technique to any other program.

Normally, to start the Command Prompt program you will
have to click the start button, then select All Programs,
Accessories and select the Command Prompt option from
the cascade menu, as shown in Fig. 60.1.
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Fig. 60.1 -ha Cascade Start Menu.
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60 Assigning Keyboard Shortcuts to Programs

If instead you right -click the Command Prompt entry, an
additional quick menu is displayed as shown in Fig. 60.1. On
this menu click the Properties option to open the dialogue box
shown in Fig. 60.2 below.

Command Prompt Properties

,mars Sion v Jeborts Font Layne Cobra :am:41We,

III Command hone!

T.9.4 Al* Ns;Icarian

Teepee beaten sesters32

Taw* -,--Sraestlool% Vattern 3.7Ncmd ear

Steel., :1-1()MEDRIVFV,./4014EPAT Fr-

Shesteal key Novel

Run Nand * ow

Comment Platens& tad based toserrnandira Sextons

[ Aril Tapia 1 damp ken )

I °I( I

Advancad..

canal

Fig. 60.2 The Command Prompt
Properties Dialogue Box.

Provides a space la you to type a keyboard shortcut that you
press to start cc switch to a program Shortcut keys

automatically rclude CT RLsALT PICKS the key you ware to
add to the combination Fa example, to dart the shortcut
key calibration CTRI,ALT.H, pass H You carrot use
ESC, ENTER, TAB, the SPACEBAR. PRINT SCREEN,
DELETE, or BACKSPACE

No other progiarn can use ttn key combnation II the shortcut
key conflicts isth an access key n a Windowsbased program
the access key does not work An access key Is a letter or
weber that. when used n combnation *nth the ALT key,
tames out the same cannad as acknq the command with
the mouse

Fig. 60.3 Information Relating to the
Shortcut Key of the Properties Dialogue

Box.

To see information
relating to the Shortcut
key pointed to in
Fig. 60.2, click the 12

button, then place the
modified mouse pointer
in the Shortcut key box
and left -lick. This
displays the information
shown in Fig. 60.3.

So, all you have to do
is type one letter, say P
for Command Prompt,
the Ctrl+Alt key
combination is then
supplied by the program
itself. Next, click Apply,
followed by OK.

To test your newly
created shortcut, press
the Ctrl+Alt keys down
and while holding them
depressed, press the P
key.

We further allocated
the shortcuts Ctrl+Alt+C
to Character Map, and
Ctrl+Alt+N to Notepad.
It does make activation
of these programs much
easier
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Running DOS Programs

With Windows XP, the easiest way to issue a single DOS
command that involves running a program, is in the Run

window, shown in Fig. 61.1,
opened from the start menu.
Its big advantage is that all
previous commands are
remembered. Clicking the
down arrow, opens a small
'database' of your most used

611 The Run Window. commands, including path
and file names, etc. The

in a 'one off Command Prompt
window, as shown in Fig. 61.2 below.

Fig

command itself is actioned

Microsoft OuickflASIC __C X

11011111111,M111,11.111.1Nia

w a
Save s...
Ca  All

reate File...
ead Pile...
e land Pile...

riot...OS Orli
E it

Fig. 61.2 Running a DOS Program in a Command Prompt W ndow.

To switch between full screen and a window, use the
AIt+Enter key combination.
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61 Running DOS Programs

The MS-DOS Editor
Windows XP includes the Edit text editor, to be found in the
\WINDOWS\system32 subdirectory, as shown in Fig. 61.3.

Users of MS-DOS will find the
editor very familiar, as the
version provided in Windows
XP is identical to that provided
with earlier Windows versions.
Improvements over much
earlier versions of the program
are:

PH.

OTyne the neve of a noose, hider, doconsrt. or
Intense unarm, ard Meows soll open t to YOU

Coen: E.iWTDovyslsystenlledt con

CAMS
1 fgroom- I

Fig. 61.3 Running the Windows Edit.

You can open up to nine files at the same time, split the
screen between two files, and easily copy and paste
information between them.

You can open files as large as 4MB.

You can open filenames and navigate through the
directory structure just as you can in the rest of
Windows.

The editor is opened, as one would expect from its name, by
typing Edit at the Command Prompt, as shown in Fig. 61.4.

- Commend Prompt edit

its Edit Search Oleic Options Swig
UNT171.hDI

Cursor Movement Commands

Hove - Pone to the start of the current line.
None to the and of the current line.

CtrIglp - Scroll up one line.
CtriDown - Scroll down one line.
Pagellp - Scroll up one screen.
PagsDown - Scroll down one screen.Ctrltriftir - Scroll left one screen.
CtrlPgDe - Scroll right one screen.
Ctrlgieme - Scroll to the start of the docuirent.
CtrlEsd - Scroll to the end of the document.CtrlLoft - Move left one word.
etltIlieht - hove right one word.

er nce bon xt top

Fig. 61 4 The MS-DOS Text Editor.

The file opened in the editor's window above, is a readme.txt
file in the background and a Cursor Movement Commands
screen on the foreground, obtained by pressing the F1 function
key. To clear the screen, press the Esc key.
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Running DOS Programs 61

Copying Text from Old DOS Programs
You can copy text created in old DOS word processing
programs and paste it in the latest and most favoured Windows
application easily. To illustrate the process we use below a
letter we wrote more than five years ago, using our then loved
Q&A word processor. You can follow the technique by using
your own DOS word processed document.

First use the Run command to locate and load the DOS
program, then open a document. Ours is shcwn in Fig. 61.5.

Fig. 61.5 Marking Text in a DOS Word Processing Program

Next, click the Command button to open the drop -down menu
and select the Mark opticn This allows you to mark part or the
whole of the document then use the Edit, Copy command to
copy it onto the Windows clipboard, as shown in Fig. 61.6.

r wore

X <los. alc fe"r :at: mOir's bosh7P1 lot sac yoru
1s Lop the ritinla, until s lc h tltw as we

in.

Antes
Hcbr MEcee PcmIter Wort Al

Fig. 61.6 Copying Text 'run a DOS Word Processing Program.
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61 Running DOS Programs

Finally, open your favourite Windows word processor and use
its Edit, Paste command, to paste the contents of the clipboard
into your new document. We used the WordPad application, as
shown in Fig. 61.7 below.

7 Um unmet woidl,m1

Fle Ed[ New Insert Format Nolo

&m A%

v 10 v Weenn Bzuk ESA IE
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 idlft

I enclose the manuscript for the Microsoft Office book, together
with an invoice for setting the book Please let me know when you
receive it I am also retaining the originals, until such tme as ort
hear from your reader regarding any correction.

Inserts Opt/card contents.

Fig. 61.7 Transferring Text into WordPad.

It is as easy as that. Perhaps this will prove the most useful
and time -saving capability of the Command Prompt for most
users.
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Using Windows Startup Options

If Windows will not start for some reason, then turn your
computer off and then back on agair. As soon as any
information starts being displayed on the screen, press the F8
key. This displays the screen in Fig. 62.1 below.

Please select ,:ne operating system to start:

Microsoft Windows XP Professional

Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight to your CAC1CC.
Press ENTER to choose.

Por troubleshooting and advanced startup options for Windows, press F,

Fig. 62.1 The First Startup Screen.

Here you can press Enter to start Microsoft Windows in the
normal way, or press F8 again to access the advanced startup
options which displays the contents of Fig 62.2 on the screen.

Windows Advanced Options Menu
Please select an option:

Safe Mode
Safe Mode with Networking
Safe Mode with Command Prompt

Enable Boot Logging
Enable VGA Mode
Last Known Good Configuration (your most recent settings that worked)
Directory Services Restore Mode (Windows domain controllers only)
Debugging Mode

Start Windows Normally
Reboot
Return to CS Choices Meni

Use the up and down arrow kepi to move the highlight to your choice.

Fig. 62.2 The Advanced Startup Options
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62 Using Windows Startup Options

The various startup options allow the following capabilities:

Safe Mode
If your computer will not start, you might be able to start it in
safe mode. In safe mode, Windows uses default settings (VGA
monitor, Microsoft mouse driver (except serial mice), monitor,
keyboard, mass storage, base video, and default system
services, but no network connections.

This starting mode is used if your computer will not start
after you install new software, which can be removed after
starting your computer successfully in this mode. If a symptom
does not reappear when you start in safe mode, you can
eliminate the default settings and minimum device drivers as
possible causes of the computer's inability to start.

If your computer does not start successfully using safe
mode, you might need to use the Recovery Console feature to
repair your system. This method will be discussed shortly.

Safe mode with Networking - Starts using only basic files
and drivers, and network connections.

Safe mode with Command Prompt - Starts using only
basic files and drivers. After logging on, the command
prompt is displayed instead of the Wirdows graphical
interface.

Enable Boot Logging - Starts while logging all the drivers
and services that were loaded (or not loaded) by the system
to a file. This file is called ntbtlog.txt and it is located in the
%windir% directory. Safe Mode, Safe Mode with
Networking, and Safe Mode with Command Prompt add to
the boot log a list of all the drivers and services that are
loaded. The boot log is useful in determining the exact
cause of system startup problems.

Enable VGA Mode - Starts using the basic VGA driver.
This mode is useful when you have installed a new driver
for your video card that is causing Windows not to start
properly. The basic video driver is always used when you
start with any of the Safe Mode options.
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Last Known Good Configuration
This startup option uses the Registry information and drivers
that Windows saved at the last shutdown. Any changes made
since the last successk I startup will be lost. Use the Last
Known Good Configuration option only in cases of incorrect
configuration. It does not solve problems caused by corrupted
or missing drivers or files.

Directory Service Restore Mode - This is for the server
operating systems and is only used in restoring *.he

SYSVOL directory and the Active Directory directory service
on a domain controller.

Debugging Mode - Starts while sending debug information
through a serial cable to another computer.

If you are using, or have used, Remote Installation Services to
install Windows on your computer, you might see additional
options related to restoring or recovering your system using
Remote Install Services.

Using the Recovery Console
If Safe mode and other startup options dc not work, you can
consider using the Recovery Console This method is

recommended only if yoJ are an advanced user who can use
basic commands to identify and locate problem drivers and
files. In addition, you must be an administrator and your
Windows Setup disc must be current, that is, if you have
updated your system to Windows Service Pack 1 or 2, then
your Windows Setup CD must also contain this update,
otherwise Windows will refuse to load an earlier version.

Using the Recovery Console, you can enable and disadle
services, format drives, read and write data on a local drive,
and perform many other administrative tasks. The Recovery
Console is particularly useful if you need to repair your sys:3m
by copying a file from a floppy disc or CD-ROM to your hard
drive, or if you need to reconfigure a service that is p -eventing
your computer from starting properly.
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62 Using Windows Startup Options

There are two ways to start the Recovery Console: (a) You can
run the Recovery Console from your Setup CD - see next
chapter how to make your PC boot from the CD-ROM drive, or
(b) you can install the Recovery Console on your computer to
make it available in case you are unable to restart Windows.
You can then select the Recovery Console option from the list
of available operating systems on startup.

To install the Recovery Console as a startup option, you
must be running Windows, then insert the Setup CD into the
CD-ROM drive, click start and select Run. In the displayed
Run dialogue box type the following where e: is the CD-ROM
drive letter (yours might be different):

e:\i386\winnt32.exe /cmdcons

then follow the instructions on the screen.

Now each time you start your computer, the screen in
Fig. 62.3 is displayed.

'lease select the operatlng system to star::

Microsoft Windows XP Professional
Microsoft Windows Recovery Console.

Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight to your choice.
Press RNTER to choose.
Seconds until highlighted choice will be started automatically, 22

troubleshooting and advanced startup options for Windows, press F,

Fig. 62.3 The Startup Options Screen.

Note: To run the Recovery Console, you must be logged on as
an administrator or a member of the Admin strators group in
order to complete this procedure. If ycur computer is
connected to a network, network policy settings may also
prevent you from completing this procedure.
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Making a PC Boot from the
CD-ROM Drive

The latest computers are automatically configured to start from
the CD-ROM drive, if the CD disc in it is a bootable disc.
However, slightly older computers might not be so configured,
in which case you will have to do it yourself.

To make your computer bootable from the CD-ROM drive,
switch your computer of Then on again, and while the boot
program is checking the PC's memory, press the Del key ;or
whatever key you are told on your computer's display - it

appears at the bottom left corner of the screen). This displays
the first screen of the CMOS SETUP UTILITY program. The
screen of one such program is shown in Fig. 63.1 below -
yours might look quite different.

R Ott PCITSA DIOS (2059F Etig
CMOS SETUP UTILITY

AWARD S OF TWIIR E. INC.

BIOS FEATURES SETUP

CHIPSET FEATURES SETUP

POWER MANACEMENT SETUP

Pf4PIGI CONFICURI111014

LORD SETUP DEFAULTS

INTEGRATED PERIPHERALS

SUPERVISOR PASSWORD

USER PASSWORD

IDE HOD AUTO DETECTION

SAVE : EXIT SETUP

EXIT WITHOUT SABINE;

Est : Quit : Sete(' Itemt
110 : Save ExrtSetup : Change Color

Onus Pt eletbon, Boot Sequeme

Fig. 63.1 The CMOS Setup Utility Screen.
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63 Making a PC Boot from the CD-ROM Drive

From here, select the BIOS FEATURES SETUP option which
displays the screen in Fig. 63.2. °tier CMOS UTILITY
programs might have a Boot option available on the first
displayed screen of the utility, which when selected shows the
boot sequence.

Continuing with the CMOS
older PC, scroll down to
the Boot Sequence
option and select
CDROM, C, A, by
pressing the Page Down
key (again the key might
be different but it will be
listed at the bottom of the
screen) until this
sequence appears on the
screen.

Finally, press the Esc
key to return to the screen
in Fig. 63.1, and select the
SAVE & EXIT SETUP option. The sequence for saving your
changes and exiting the program might be different in your
case, but it will be displayed on your util ty's screen quite
clearly.

Your PC should now restart automatica ly, and after the
memory check, will boot from the CD-ROM drive provided you
have inserted a bootable disc in it, such as the Windows Setup
disc.

SETUP UTILITY of the slightly
ROM PCIIS41111

BIOS F FOTO 
AWARD SOF

Onus Warnum : trebled
I.P11 linesnal Cade : bladed
UuuI On Sett Fest : Irabkd

5,Nap Floppy Diem : Disabled
Boot Up Hoppe Seel : Enabled
Floppy FIFO tunnel : Duabled
Boot Up Num tui I Status : On
[ale 1120 Option : Fast
Set outs Option :Setup
PS 2 mouse lunitmn (mien! : Enabled
OS Select Fm DRAM 64MB : Nun OS"
Repoit No F00lot Will 9.5 : Nn

Fig. 63.2 Boot Sequence
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Companion Discs

COMPANION DISCS are avai able for most computer books written
by the same author(s) and published by BERNARD BABA NI
(publishing) LTD, as listed a-, the front of this book (except for those
marked with an asterisk). These books contain many pages of
file/program listings.

There is no Companion Disc for this book.

To obtain companion discs for other books, fill in the order form belcw,
or a copy of it, enclose a cheque (payable to P.R.M. Oliver) or a
postal order, and send it to the address given below. Make sure ybu
fill in your name and address and specify the book number and title
in your order.

Book
No.

Book
Name

Unit
Price

Total
Price

BP £3 50

BP £3 50

BP £3 50

Name Sub -total £

Address .
P & P

(@ 4.5p/disc) £

Total Due £

Send to: P.R.M. Oliver, West Trevarth House, West Trevarth,
Nr Redruth, Cornwall, TR16 5TJ

PLEASE NOTE
The author(s) are fully responsible for providing this Companion Disc service The publishers of this book
accept no responsibility for the supply. quality, or magnetic contents of the disc. or in respect of any
damage, or injury that might be suffered or :aused by its use
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Babani Computer Books

IP' How did I do that... in Windows XP
How often have you carried out a task on your computer
and then a few months later could not remember how
you did it!

For example, when you prepared that quotation in
Euros, how did you get your PC to print out the Euro
sign (C), and get it to match the type size of the rest of
the text? How did you manage to make your Caps Lock
key emit a sound when touched, so you did not acci-
dentally type whole sentences in the wrong case? How
can you change the registered owner of your PC?

These types of problems and many more are discussed
and explained in this book, which covers both Home
and Professional editions of Windows XP including the
latest Service Pack 2 update.

You can probably find this sort of information by spend-
ing considerable time delving through several books or
instruction manuals. But this book should help you to
find the answers you need simply and quickly and be a
useful reference guide to all Windows XP users whether
they are complete beginners, more experienced or
advanced users.
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